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Summary Record of the 2
nd

 Meeting of WPEC Subgroup 39 on 

Methods and approaches to provide feedback 

from nuclear and covariance data adjustment 

for improvement of nuclear data files 
 

NEA, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France 

13 May 2014 
 

 

 

The subgroup co-ordinators, M. Salvatores and G. Palmiotti, welcomed the participants to the 

meeting (see list in Appendix 1). The proposed agenda was adopted with minor changes (see 

Appendix 2). 

 

M. Salvatores reminded the participants of the subgroup objectives and reviewed the actions agreed 

at the previous meeting. These actions will be discussed and updated during the meeting (see 

section 5). 

 

1. Computation and inter-comparison of sensitivity coefficients 

 

T. Ivanova presented an overview of a benchmark exercise organised to test cross-section and 

angular distribution sensitivity capabilities implemented in Monte Carlo (MC) codes. The results were 

collected from seven organizations that generated sensitivities using six MC codes and three 

deterministic codes. Good agreement between deterministic and MC sensitivities is observed for nu-

bar, fission, and capture profiles. Moreover, it was shown that statistics issues of MC scattering 

sensitivities can be addressed by using specific options of the codes. 

 

I. Kodeli presented a specific sensitivity analysis of FLATTOP-Pu using SUSD3D/PARTISN and 

SUSD3D/ANISN with different methods and PN orders. It was shown in this specific case that P5 

calculations are required to obtain an excellent agreement between SUSD3D/PARTISN, 

SUSD3D/ANISN and TSUNAMI results. 

 

S. Pelloni presented a specific inter-comparison of FLATTOP-Pu, JEZEBEL and ZPR6-7 sensitivity 

profiles performed at PSI using the SERPENT and ERANOS codes. 

 

I. Hill presented the status of the DICE and IDAT tools and associated databases. He highlighted the 

large increase of sensitivity profiles in the DICE database (from ~700 cases to ~3500 cases in the 

November 2013 release). Thanks to this additional information and to the associated software 

developments the evaluations can now be searched and sorted according to their sensitivity data. 

 

2. Use of specific experiments 

 

M. Hursin presented a summary of the PROTEUS FDWR-II experiments performed at PSI from 

1985 to 1990 in support to the High Conversion Light Water Reactor (HCLWR) programme. The re-

analysis of these experiments is planned using the ERANOS and SERPENT codes. 

 

M. Salvatores presented some information on the STEK and SEG experiments, which have been re-

analysed in the 90’s in particular in France (CEA Cadarache) and in Japan (JNC). Both experiments 

are very interesting from the physics point of view thanks to variable neutron spectrum hardness 

(STEK) and tailored adjoint flux shapes to reduce/amplify reactivity effects due to scattering (SEG). 
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However, these experiments are difficult to analyse because of thermal-fast coupled regions, self-

shielding effects, etc. Moreover, experimental uncertainties can be large because of statistics and/or 

normalisation issues. Nevertheless, the calculated-over-experimental results available could incite to 

revisit to some extent the analysis, in particular to provide feedback on oxygen and 
238

U. 

 

G. Palmiotti reviewed specific integral experiments that could provide valuable feedback on 
235

U 

(ZPR9-34 and other 
235

U cores from ICSBEP and/or IRPhEP), 
238

U (ZPR3-53, CIRANO-2A, IPPE 
238

U transmission sphere), 
56

Fe (ZPR3-54, CIRANO-2B, EURACOS, ASPIS, OKTAVIAN and 

possibly others from SINBAD) and 
23

Na (EURACOS, JANUS-8, sodium void reactivities from 

IRPhEP). Different protocols for sharing information on these experiments were proposed. 

 

I. Kodeli presented the validation of ENDF/B-VI and JEF-2 iron cross-sections using ASPIS 

experiments, which could be used to constrain the adjustment and/or validate new prior data. 

Additional benchmarks experiments sensitive to iron data and available in the NEA databases 

(SINBAD, ICSBEP) were discussed. 

 

K. Yokoyama (on behalf of M. Ishikawa) presented a survey of βeff measurements performed in 

France (Masurca) and in Japan (FCA). 

 

3. Adjustment results 

 

K. Yokoyama presented the impact of nuclear data covariance on the cross-section adjustment and 

proposed a “physical” interpretation of the mechanisms guiding the adjustment with the objective to 

provide better feedback to evaluators. Revised recommendations from ADJ2010 adjustments were 

provided for CIELO isotopes (Big 3 and 
56

Fe) and 
23

Na data. 

 

P. Archier presented the activities ongoing at CEA Cadarache in the areas of covariance evaluation 

and data assimilation. The recent work on the 
239

Pu evaluation including trends on covariance data 

was more specifically detailed. 

 

G. Palmiotti presented the results of a comprehensive adjustment (92 integral parameters) using as 

starting point ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections and COMMARA 2.0 covariance data. Preliminary trends 

have been identified for some isotopes of interest for CIELO (Big 3 and 
56

Fe). However, no 

recommendation could be formulated yet because of possible compensations in the adjustment due to 

missing integral information and missing or inaccurate covariance data. 

 

E. Dupont presented the plots’ comparison prepared for the discussion of adjustment results provided 

by the participants (cf. www.oecd-nea.org/science/wpec/sg39/adjustment/results). M. Salvatores and 

G. Palmiotti proposed some changes in order to better characterise the convergence of participants’ 

results. 

 

M. Salvatores presented some very preliminary indications from recent adjustment studies on four 

isotopes of interest for CIELO (Big 3 and 
56

Fe). Some trends were detected but they need to be 

confirmed using specific integral experiments in order to eliminate the possibility of compensating 

effects. The need for covariance data as complete as possible was highlighted, including covariance 

for secondary neutron distributions (in angle and in energy). 

 

4. Methodology issues 

 

G. Palmiotti presented issues and challenges of using covariances in nuclear data adjustment. He 

made some proposals for the assessment of adjustments, the definition of criteria to accept new 

central values of cross-sections, the compensation in the adjustments, the validation of the prior and 

the use of the posterior covariance data, the presence of negative eigenvalues in the covariance matrix. 

He stressed that conclusions could be drawn on the reliability of the adopted covariance matrix and 

http://www.oecd-nea.org/science/wpec/sg39/adjustment/results
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that feedback could be provided on standard deviations, but only once the adjustment is deemed to be 

reliable. 

 

K. Yokoyama (on behalf of M. Ishikawa) presented feedback from a comparison study of covariance 

data from JENDL-4.0 and ENDF/B-VII.1 for some CIELO isotopes (Big 3 and 
56

Fe) and 
23

Na. 

 

5. Discussion, summary, next steps 

 

The following list of actions was agreed. 

 

A1. E. Ivanov et al. 

Finalize analysis and report on FLATTOP-Pu, FLATTOP-25, ZPR-9/34, and ZPR-6/10 MC 

sensitivities. 

 

A2. M. Salvatores and PSI 

Indicate the most interesting PROTEUS measurements and availability of models for sensitivity 

and analysis. 

 

A3. Integral experiments availability/modelling/analysis (Letter to NSC to be prepared): 

 

 SINBAD (neutron propagation): ASPIS, JANUS, IPPE spheres, NESDP, FNG, etc. (I. Kodeli) 

 STEK (variable spectrum hardness): contact Petten (E. Dupont) 

 SEG (tailored adjoint flux shapes) (M. Ishikawa, G. Rimpault to be contacted, M. Salvatores, 

E. Dupont) 

 IPPE transmission (Fe, 
238

U) (E. Dupont, M. Salvatores to check) 

 RPI semi-integral (Fe, 
238

U) (E. Dupont, G. Palmiotti to check) 

 

If available, how to share work: volunteers to make contributions? To be verified before next 

meeting (All) 

 

A4. M. Salvatores, G. Palmiotti 

Check the possibility to perform new experiments, e.g. in connection with the new NSC Expert 

Group on “Improvement of Integral Experiments Data for Minor Actinide Management”. 

 

A5. INL, JAEA, CEA/JEFF (and Others) 

New adjustment results and trends by next meeting, using updated covariance data if available 

(To be done in connection with CIELO). 

 

A6. P. Archier (and JAEA, G. Palmiotti) 

Validation of covariance data: proposal to be finalized. 

 

A7. K. Yokoyama, G. Palmiotti 

Finalise methodology studies to avoid compensations, to point out to systematic effects, etc. 

 

A8. E. Dupont 

Update online plots’ comparison. 

 

6. Next meeting 

 

It is proposed to hold the next SG39 meeting in conjunction with JEFF meetings during the next 

Nuclear Data Week at the NEA, November 24-28, 2014. 
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Participants to the 2
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T. Ivanova  IRSN, France 

I. Kodeli  JSI, Slovenia 

G. Palmiotti  INL, USA   (Coordinator) 

S. Pelloni  PSI, Switzerland 

M. Salvatores  INL, USA   (Coordinator) 

N. Touran  TerraPower, USA 

Wang Wenming CIAE, China 

K. Yokoyama  JAEA, Japan 
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Appendix 2 
 

Agenda of the 2
nd

 meeting of WPEC subgroup 39 
 

NEA, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France 

13 May 2014 
 

 

 

 

9:00-9:15 Welcome, approval of Agenda, new members, etc 

 

9:15-9:45 Review of actions 

 

9:45-10:45 Computation of sensitivity coefficients with Monte Carlo tools and results of an inter-

comparison for Flattop and ZPR benchmarks (T. Ivanova, I. Kodeli, S. Pelloni) 

 

10:45-11:00 Coffee break 

 

11:00-11:20 Update on ICSBEP and IRPhEP Database Tools, DICE and IDAT (I. Hill) 

 

11:20-12:40 Use of specific new experiments: 

 

- PROTEUS (M. Hursin) 

- STEK (M. Salvatores) 

- Experiments related to U-235, U-238, Fe, and Na (G. Palmiotti) 

- Role of shielding benchmarks e.g. ASPIS (I. Kodeli) 

- Comments on beta-eff measurements (K. Yokoyama on behalf of M. Ishikawa) 

 

12:40-14:00 Lunch 

 

14:00-14:30 New studies at JAEA on adjustment trends (K. Yokoyama) 

 

14:30-15:30 Comparison of adjustment trends (K. Yokoyama, P. Archier, G. Palmiotti, E. Dupont, 

M. Salvatores) 

 

15:30-15:45 Coffee break 

 

15:45-16:15 Results to be presented at the joint meeting with CIELO: discussion (All) 

 

16:15-17:00 Methodology issues (G. Palmiotti) 

 

17:00-17:20 Covariance Data of JENDL-4.0 and ENDF/B-VII.1 (K. Yokoyama on behalf of 

M. Ishikawa) 

 

17:20-17:30 Next steps and meeting 

 

 



Subgroup 39 Meeting AGENDA  

May 13 

9:00-9:15     Welcome, approval of Agenda, new members etc 

9:15-9:45     Review of actions (including remarks, if any, on paper "Comments on Covariance Data of 

JENDL-4.0 and ENDF/B-VII.1" sent by M.Ishikawa)  

9:45-10:45   Computation of sensitivity coefficients with Monte Carlo tools and results of an inter-

comparison for Flattop and ZPR benchmarks (T. Ivanova, E. Ivanov, I. Hill, J. Dyrda, S. Pelloni, I. Kodeli) 

10:45-11:00 Coffee break 

11:00-11:20 Role of shielding benchmarks e.g. ASPIS (I. Kodeli) 

11:20-12:20 Use of specific new experiments: 

                    PROTEUS (S.Pelloni) 

                    STEK (M.S) 

                    Experiments related to U-235, U-238, Fe, and Na (G.Palmiotti) 

  Comments on beta-eff measurements (paper sent by M. Ishikawa) 

12:20-12:40 “Update on ICSBEP and IRPhEP DB Tools, DICE and IDAT” (I. Hill) 

12:40-14:00 Lunch 

14:00-14:30 New studies at JAEA on adjustment trends (K. Yokoyama) 

14:30-15:30 Comparison of adjustment trends (E.Dupont, K.Yokoyama, G.Palmiotti,  P.Archier, M.S) 

15:30-15:45 Coffee break 

15:45-16:15 Results to be presented at the joint meeting with CIELO: discussion (All) 

16:15-17:00 Methodology issues (G.Palmiotti) 

17:00-17:30 Next steps and meeting 



Proposed presentations for the joint CIELO/Subgroup 39 on May 14: 

  

- Discussion on adjustment trends of ADJ2010 (K.Yokoyama) (20’) 

- Discussion on adjustment trends from ENDF/B-VII (G.Palmiotti) (20’) 

- Tentative: Adjustment trends from JEFF (P.Archier) (20’) 

- Comparison of adjustment trends (E. Dupont, G.Palmiotti) (50’) 

- Method issues, covariance validation, needs and perspectives (G.Palmiotti, 

MS, All) (40’) 



4. Discussion, summary, next steps, actions 

 

The following conclusions summarise the meeting discussions, issues and actions. 

 

C1. Compensations in current adjustments (see example by M. Ishikawa: case of 239Pu Chi, 23Na(n,n’), 
238U(n,n’) and 239Pu(n,n’)). There is a need for integral experiments able to discriminate between these 

effects, see point C7 below for a few suggestions. The analysis of current adjustments trends can also 

help (see point C6 below). In addition, there is a need for covariance data as complete and reliable as 

possible (this is an item for discussion with CIELO evaluators in May). 

 

C2. Adjustment of 235U data: are there enough experiments accounted for? More experiments are 

certainly needed to improve the high energy range. 

Action on all: to suggest additional integral experiments sensitive to 235U. 

 

C3. Energy range of interest. At present the range 500 eV – 5 MeV is fairly well covered. There is a 

need for additional experiments to cover thermal and epithermal spectra. 

Action on T. Ivanova and M. Hursin: to suggest integral experiments for the thermal and epithermal 

energy range (e.g. PROTEUS- HCLWRs?) 

 

C4. Role of integral eff measurements in the adjustment of delayed neutrons (and availability of related 

nuclear data covariance). 

Action on I. Kodeli, E. Ivanova, M. Ishikawa (for deadline see point C7 below): to look into BERENICE 

experiments and ANL eff experiments (accuracy, relevance etc.). 

 

C5. Secondary neutron distribution adjustment: need sensitivity and covariance data. 

 

C6. As for already existing adjustments (JAEA, CEA, INL, PSI, IRSN…), it is proposed to compare 

adjusted cross sections of the five isotopes (239Pu, 235U, 238U, 56Fe and 23Na) in 33 groups, using SG33 

format. The prior and posterior uncertainties should be reported too. The standard values should be 

included in the comparison. This comparison and associated analysis could be the basis for an interim 

report to CIELO by May 2014. Two hypotheses: a) discuss results and iterate by email, b) make 

discussion in May 2014. In that case, the meeting with CIELO would be in November 2014. 

Action on C. De Saint Jean, M. Ishikawa, G. Palmiotti, S. Pelloni, T. Ivanova, E. Ivanov, E. Dupont: to 

prepare this comparison. NOTE: data are expected by March 31, 2014 to allow formatting 



C7. Specific integral measurements can be required in order to avoid as much as possible compensation 

effects and provide valuable information on separated effects: 

 Single isotope (e.g. sample irradiation effects for capture and (n, 2n) cross-sections). However, 

few experiments are available. 

 Neutron propagation experiments for elastic/inelastic scattering cross sections, e.g. ASPIS iron 

propagation experiment. Action on I. Kodeli: to report on existing propagation experiments. 

 “Flat” adjoint flux experiments (to separate inelastic from absorption cross sections). The STEK 

experiments have been documented in a JAEA report and a reanalysis is underway at Petten. 

Any other experiment of this type available? Action on E. Dupont, E. Ivanov, M. Ishikawa, 

M. Salvatores: to look into these experiments and see if they could be useful for the present 

purposes. 

 238U sphere neutron transmission experiments (e.g. Obninsk experiments). Others? Action on 

T. Ivanova, C. De Saint Jean, G. Palmiotti: to look into these experiments. 

Action on G. Palmiotti, M. Salvatores, M. Ishikawa, E. Ivanov, T. Ivanova, C. De Saint Jean, I. Kodeli, 

S. Pelloni, M. Hursin: to prepare a summary by the next meeting (May 2014) on all these experiments 

(see also points C2, C3 and C4) with preliminary documents to be circulated ahead of that date for 

comments. 

 

C8. The scattering anisotropy (PN) needs to be carefully accounted for (cf. FLATTOP case analysed by 

I. Kodeli). In this frame, new full MC methods have been developed and should be compared, e.g. on 

the same FLATTOP experiment (Action on E. Ivanov). 

 

C9. Methodology issues 

 Adjusted central values acceptability: if it stays in ~1sigma of original uncertainty. 

 Adjustment in low sensitivity energy regions: acceptable if correlations in energy do require 

them. 

 Experiment “rejection”: better use the different criteria for giving “warnings”. Criteria to be 

summarized (Action on G. Palmiotti). 

 Use of a posteriori covariance data: if feedback to designers, both adjusted data and a posteriori 

covariance; if feedback to evaluators, only trends will be given. The method to avoid generation 

of not previously existing cross correlations could be suggested (Action on E. Ivanov, 

T. Ivanova). 

 Prepare a list of priority missing covariance data types (see also points C4 and C5) and list of 

“suspect” low values (file dependent) (Action on M. Ishikawa). This list will be discussed with 

CIELO evaluators. 

 Nuclear parameter adjustment: first attempts promising. However not yet consensus. Needs 

some further discussion and iteration with evaluators. 

Action on G. Palmiotti, C. De Saint Jean, E. Ivanov, M. Ishikawa, M. Salvatores: to prepare a summary 

of methodology issues for further discussion at next meeting (May 2014). 



Sensitivity Computation 
with Monte Carlo Methods 
(Action C8, WPEC/Sg.39) 

E. Ivanov 
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General Remarks 

▌Objective of the exercise is to test continuous energy (CE) 
cross-section sensitivities and continuous angular distribution 
sensitivity capabilities implemented in Monte Carlo codes 

▌Monte Carlo (MC) tools compute CE sensitivity coefficients in 
terms of Fréshet derivatives, i.e., physical meaning of the 
coefficient is linear response of keff on multiplication of cross 
sections profile on a scalar value 

▌In contrary with deterministic approaches, Monte Carlo 
perturbation theory does not use the following bi-orthogonal 
ration below, where i, j are orders of modes 

ijjiijjjii a   

,,ˆ,ˆ ΦΨFΨΦF
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Selected ICSBEP Benchmarks 

▌Popsy (Flattop-Pu) is a plutonium (94 wt% 239Pu) sphere 
surrounded by a thick reflector of natural uranium.  

 PU-MET-FAST-006. Spherical model.  

▌Topsy (Flattop 25) is a highly enriched (93 wt% ) uranium 
sphere surrounded by a thick reflector of natural uranium.  

 HEU-MET-FAST-028. Spherical model.  

▌ZPR 9/34 loading 303 is a highly enriched uranium/ iron 
benchmark, reflected by steel. 

 HEU-MET-INTER-001. RZ model. 

▌ZPR 6/10 loading 24 is the core with heterogeneous 
plutonium metal fuel with carbon/stainless steel dilutions, 
and a steel reflector.  

 PU-MET-INTER-002. RZ model.  
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Codes, Methods, Participants  

▌MONK: MC Fine-group Derivative operator sampling   AWE 

▌SERPENT v2: MC CE Iterated Fission Probability (IFP) PSI   

▌ANISN/PARTISN: Deterministic MG     IJS 

▌SCALE 6.1/TSUNANI-1D: Deterministic SN MG  IRSN 

▌SCALE 6.1/TSUNAMI-3D: MC MG    IRSN 

▌SCALE 6.2β: MC CE IFP     ORNL, PSI, IRSN 

▌  SCALE 6.2β: MC CE CLUTCH    ORNL, PSI, IRSN 

▌MCNP6: MC CE IFP     LANL, NEA, IRSN 
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Profiles Computations 
Participant Tool Mod

el 

Cross sections Meth

od 

Output,  

groups 

AWE MONK 3D CE ENDF/B-VII.0 

JEFF3.1 

MC 33 

PSI SERPENT v2 3D CE ENDF/B-VII MC 33  

NEA, LANL, IRSN MCNP6 3D CE, ENDF/B-VII.1 MC 238, 33 

IRSN SCALE 6.1 1D MG, ENDF/B-VII.0 SN 238 

PSI, ORNL, IRSN SCALE 6.2β 3D CE, ENDF/B-VII.1, 0 MC 238 

JSI ANISN/PARTISN  

 

1D See presentation by 

I. Kodeli 

SN 33 

• 238-gr. sensitivities converted into 33 gr. by IRSN BERING code (E. Ivanov)  

• 33-gr. sensitivities converted to SCALE/sdf format by IRSN scripts (E. Ivanov) 

• MCNP6 output converted into SCALE/sdf format by NEA script (I. Hill) 

• Sensitivity profiles are presented using SCALE/Javapeno that reads *.sdf 
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PMF-006 (Flattop-Pu or Popsy) 

▌Plutonium (94 wt  239Pu) sphere surrounded by a thick 
reflector of natural uranium. Sensitive to scattering on 
heavy metals, and threshold reactions. 

▌kbench=1.0000±0.0030 
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Popsy: Integrated Sensitivities (1/3) 
SERPENT MONK ENDF MONK JEFF MCNP6 SCALE 6.2 MCNP6 238 gr 

U235-capture -0,05  -0,06  -0,05  -0,05  -0,07  -0.05  

U235-n, 2n 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0.00  

U235-fission 0,96  0,75  0,75  0,74  1,01  0.75  

U235-elastic 0,09  0,07  0,08  0,12  0,08  0.08  

U235-inelastic 0,03  0,03  0,03  0,02  0,02  0.03  

U235-nu-bar 1,09  1,26  1,22  1,02  1,45  1.04  

U238-capture -4,00  -3,92  -4,04  -3,97  -4,08  -3.97  

U238-n, 2n 0,08  0,07  0,10  0,06  0,19  0.10  

U238-fission 6,30  5,99  5,81  5,62  5,82  5.73  

U238-elastic 13,77  13,25  13,70  13,08  13,39  13.75  

U238-inelastic 5,92  6,26  6,41  6,32  6,22  6.51  

U238-nu-bar 7,95  9,58  8,03  7,71  7,98  7.83  

Pu239-capture -1,39  -1,71  -1,40  -1,28  -1,28  -1.29  

Pu239-n, 2n 0,03  0,02  0,04  0,03  0,02  0.03  

Pu239-fission 62,43  63,26  63,21  63,53  62,64  63.32  

Pu239-elastic 2,22  2,49  2,37  2,32  2,13  2.19  

Pu239-inelastic 1,01  1,06  1,04  1,13  1,10  1.24  

Pu239-nu-bar 87,94  84,83  85,79  88,33  87,30  88.20  

Pu240-capture -0,09  -0,12  -0,10  -0,10  -0,10  -0.10  

Pu240-n, 2n 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0.00  

Pu240-fission 1,95  1,94  1,91  1,91  1,88  1.91  

Pu240-elastic 0,11  0,14  0,15  0,07  0,12  0.12  

Pu240-inelastic 0,07  0,07  0,08  0,08  0,05  0.06  

Pu240-nu-bar 2,73  3,10  3,00  2,66  2,62  2.65  

Pu241-capture -0,01  -0,01  -0,01  -0,01  -0,01  -0.01  

Pu241-n, 2n 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0.00  

Pu241-fission 0,20  0,22  0,19  0,19  0,19  0.19  

Pu241-elastic 0,01  0,00  0,01  0,01  0,01  0.01  

Pu241-inelastic 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,00  0.01  

Pu241-nu-bar 0,28  0,02  0,40  0,27  0,27  0.27  



Popsy: Integrated Sensitivities (2/3) 



Popsy: Integrated Sensitivities (3/3) 

Zoom on small sensitivities 



Popsy: Pu-239 Fission Profiles 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 11 



Popsy: Pu-239 Capture Profiles 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 12 



Popsy: U-238 Inelastic Profiles 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 13 



HMF-028 (Flattop-25 or Topsy) 

▌Highly enriched (93 wt%) uranium sphere surrounded by 
a thick reflector of natural uranium.  

▌kbench=1.0000±0.0030 
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Topsy: Integrated Sensitivities (1/3) 

SERPENT MONK ENDF MONK JEFF MCNP6 

U235-capture -4,79 -4,87 -4,82  -4,84  

U235-n, 2n 0,11 0,12 0,12  0,12  

U235-fission 57,37 57,17 57,32  57,41  

U235-elastic 3,30 3,54 3,43  3,30  

U235-inelastic 3,39 3,34 3,28  3,63  

U235-nu-bar 91,56 90,10 90,88  91,53  

U238-capture -4,83 -4,74 -4,88  -4,90  

U238-n, 2n 0,07 0,05  0,08  0,04  

U238-fission 5,72 5,95  5,61  5,54  

U238-elastic 14,54 14,43  14,65  14,07  

U238-inelastic 6,12 6,24  6,36  6,28  

U238-nu-bar 7,78 9,23  8,57  7,81  



Topsy: Integrated Sensitivities (2/3) 

Uncertaities are very small 



Topsy: Integrated Sensitivities (3/3) 

Zoom on small sensitivities 



Topsy: U-235 Fission Profile 

MONK JEFF3.1 

MONK B-VII.0  

SERPENT B-VII.0 

MCNP6 B-VII.1 
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Topsy: U-238 Fission Profile 

MONK JEFF3.1 

MONK B-VII.0  

SERPENT B-VII.0 

MCNP6 B-VII.1 
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Topsy: U-235 Capture Profile 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 20 



Topsy: U-238 Capture Profile 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 21 



Topsy: U-235 Elastic Profiles 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 22 



Topsy: U-238 Elastic Profile 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 23 



Topsy: U-235 Inelastic Profile 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 24 



Topsy: U-238 Inelastic Profile 



HMI-001 (ZPR 9/34 loading 303) 

▌Highly enriched uranium/ iron benchmark, moderated, reflected 
by steel. RZ model 

▌kbench=0.9966±0.0026 
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ZPR-9/34: Integrates Sensitivities (1/3) 
SERPENT MONK ENDF MONK JEFF MCNP6 SCALE 6.2 MCNP6 238 gr* 

Cr52-capture -0,53  -0,54  -0,52  -0,53  -0,52  -0,47  

Cr52-elastic 2,76  2,91  2,40  3,04  3,26  2,22  
Cr52-inelastic 0,05  0,09  0,03  0,04  0,08  0,04  

Fe56-capture -6,53  -5,95  -6,34  -7,11  -6,89  -6,75  
Fe56-elastic 10,84  8,79  11,40  12,31  11,14  8,36  

Fe56-inelastic 1,31  1,64  1,32  0,71  1,70  1,76  
Ni58-capture -0,78  -0,62  -0,64  -0,66  -0,77  -0,66  

Ni58-elastic 2,47  2,51  2,75  1,66  2,55  0,90  

Ni58-inelastic 0,02  0,01  0,03  0,07  0,02  -0,03  
U235-capture -14,45  -14,28  -14,42  -14,32  -14,54  -14,38  

U235-n, 2n 0,01  0,01  0,01  0,02  0,01  0,00  
U235-fission 51,83  50,79  51,82  52,54  51,85  52,29  

U235-elastic 1,30  0,99  1,34  0,11  1,07  1,05  
U235-inelastic 0,91  0,87  0,87  0,99  0,92  1,22  

U235-nu-bar 99,71  99,42  99,04  99,72  99,71  99,71  
U238-capture -0,70  -0,68  -0,68  -0,69  -0,68  -0,67  

U238-n, 2n 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  

U238-fission 0,07  0,06  0,07  0,06  0,07  0,07  
U238-elastic 0,41  0,36  0,39  0,23  0,39  0,41  

U238-inelastic 0,01  0,02  -0,02  0,15  0,01  0,01  
U238-nu-bar 0.11  0,08  0,12  0,10  0,11  0,11  



ZPR-9/34: Integrates Sensitivities (2/3) 



ZPR-9/34: Integrates Sensitivities (3/3) 

Zoom on small sensitivities 



ZPR 9/34: U-235 Fission Profiles 
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ZPR 9/34: U-235 Capture Profiles 
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ZPR 9/34: Fe-56 Capture Profiles 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 32 



ZPR 9/34, U-238 Fission Profiles 
 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 33 

Conversion 238 

groups to 33 

groups 



ZPR 9/34, U-238 Capture Profiles 
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PMI-002 (ZPR 6/10 loading 24) 

▌Core with heterogeneous plutonium metal fuel with 
carbon/stainless steel dilutions, and a steel reflector. 

▌kbench=0.9862±0.0005 (kZPR6/10=1.0009±0.0007) 
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SERPENT MONK ENDF MONK JEFF MCNP6 
Cr52-capture -1,10  -1,06  -1,11  -0,99  
Cr52-elastic 3,61  3,09  4,57  1,02  

Cr52-inelastic 0,30  0,26  0,23  0,46  
Fe56-capture -4,39  -4,00  -4,45  -4,72  
Fe56-elastic 9,33  7,24  10,34  10,11  

Fe56-inelastic 1,69  1,72  1,99  2,46  
Ni58-capture -1,63  -1,37  -1,18  -0,98  
Ni58-elastic 3,08  3,51  3,18  2,65  

Ni58-inelastic 0,09  0,05  0,04  0,13  
Pu239-capture -19,42  -19,17  -19,58  -19,78  

Pu239-n, 2n 0,01  0,00  0,01  0,01  
Pu239-fission 56,78  57,41  56,82  56,81  
Pu239-elastic 0,50  0,60  0,84  0,03  

Pu239-inelastic 0,18  0,15  0,20  0,25  
Pu239-nu-bar 98,91  96,80  97,98  98,93  
Pu240-capture -1,04  -1,14  -1,05  -1,05  

Pu240-n, 2n 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  
Pu240-fission 0,53  0,49  0,51  0,52  
Pu240-elastic 0,05  0,11  0,10  0,28  

Pu240-inelastic 0,00  0,04  0,03  0,01  
Pu240-nu-bar 0,80  0,93  0,73  0,79  
Pu241-capture -0,03  -0,02  -0,03  -0,02  

Pu241-n, 2n 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  
Pu241-fission 0,14  0,14  0,15  0,14  
Pu241-elastic 0,00  0,01  0,00  0,00  

Pu241-inelastic 0,00  -0,01  0,00  0,01  
Pu241-nu-bar 0,25  0,38  0,25  0,24  

ZPR 6/10: Integrated Sensitivities (1/3) 
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ZPR 6/10: Integrated Sensitivities (2/3) 
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ZPR 6/10: Integrated Sensitivities (3/3) 

Zoom on small sensitivities 
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ZPR 6/10: Fe-56 Capture Profiles 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 39 



ZPR 6/10: Pu-239 Fission Profiles 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 40 



ZPR 6/10: Pu-239 Capture Profiles 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 41 



Convergence Issues 

▌Oscillations in sensitivity profiles (MCNP6 example) - 
addressed 

▌Optimization of sensitivity algorithms acceleration 
(CLUTCH example) - addressed 

▌Negative n,2n contributions 
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Popsy: MCNP6 Convergence  
MCNP6/ENDF/B-VII.1 5B  histories (500000×10000)  u-238  elastic 

(Results provided by B. Kiedrowski)       inelastic 

 

MCNP6/ENDF/B-VII.1 1.2M histories (2000×600)  u-238 elastic 

       inelastic 

oscillations 

when not enough statistics 



Popsy: SCALE Convergence  
MCNP6/ENDF/B-VII.1 5B  histories (500000×10000)  u-238 elastic 

       inelastic 

SCALE 6.1/TSUNAMI-1D/ENDF/B-VII   u-238 elastic 

       inelastic 

SCALE 6.2β/CLUTCH/ENDF/B-VII   u-238 elastic 

       inelastic 



Popsy: SCALE/CLUTCH Convergence  
TSUNAMI-1D   U-238  inelastic 

SCALE 6.2β IFP   U-238  inelastic 

SCALE 6.2β CLUTCH  U-238    inelastic no mesh 

    inelastic mesh 1cm, 1M 

    inelastic mesh 2cm, 100M 

    inelastic mesh 2cm, 2B   

C.Perfetti/

ORNL 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 45 



Popsy: Pu-239 Capture 

MCNP6 vs TSUNAMI-1D and ANISN 

WPEC/Sg. 39 Meeting 46 
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is a number of particles appeared in 

the point r being born in fissions 

caused by neutron emitted in the 

point r’  

Notes on MC Sensitivity Theory 
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Note It has been proven that the bias of  the of the 

sensitivity sampling estimator equals zero; e.g. 

asymptotical convergence  of statistical integration 

to mathematical expectation exists. However there is 

no one theory to prove the rate of convergence - how 

many particles are needed to converge the 

sensitivities, as well there is no proven procedure to 

associate sampling dispersion with sensitivity profiles 

parameters.      

Formally any infinitely derivable function can be taken instead of 

ajoint source density, but normalization factor might be unknown 

if it will be another spatially distributed function.   
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ZPR9/34: Negative Sn,2n Example 
   MONK with JEFF   U-238  n,2n reaction 

  MONK with ENDF  U-238 n,2n reaction 

  SERPENT   U-238 n,2n reaction 

  SCALE 6.2β  U-238 n,2n reaction 

      Zero level   



Popsy: Pu-239 Fission, MCNP6 238 gr. vs 33 gr. 
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Summary and Conclusions (1/2) 

▌Selected tree additional physically complex 

benchmarks, sensitive to neutron albedo, enable to 

highlight angular related issues in sensitivity 

calculations, if any 

▌Collected results from 7 organizations that generated 

sensitivities using 8 codes/methods (6 MC codes and 3 

deterministic SN codes) 

▌All sensitivity profiles are converted to 33-gr. structure 

and then to SCALE/sdf format 

50 



Summary and Conclusions (2/2) 
▌Good agreement between deterministic and all MC 
sensitivities is observed for nu-bar, fission, and capture 
profiles 

▌MC scattering sensitivities depends on statistical options  

▌Statistics issues are addressed and statistic options are 
recommended for scattering sensitivity calculations 

▌3D MC modelling allows using geometrically complex 
models for the adjustment, avoiding modeling correction 
factor    

▌MC sensitivity capabilities results in modeling flexibility. 
This  fits the CIELO objectives but requires some more 
time to provides results of adjustment 

51 



Further Steps (TBD) 

▌Complete the analysis 

▌Check impact of model simplification on sensitivity 
results (1-2 configurations) 

▌Test MCNP6 eigenvalue sensitivities for angular 
distributions  

▌Extend sensitivity study to thermal and epithermal 
spectra benchmarks (in connection with UACSA 
benchmark Phase-III)  

▌Publish lessons learnt  

52 



Sensitivity analysis of FLATTOP-Pu 

using SUSD3D/PARTISN, 

SUSD3D/ANISN with different 

methods and PN orders 

Ivan Kodeli  

Jožef Stefan Institut, Jamova 39, 1000, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

ivan.kodeli@ijs.si 

SG39 Meeting, NEA- Issy-les-Moulineaux, May 13, 2014 



Cross Section Sensitivity Coefficients 

Forward / Adjoint Flux Approach 

Direct term  

(detector response function) 

Loss term  
(absorption, scattering) 

Gain term  
(scattering, fission, nu-bar) 
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SUSD3D : sensitivity and uncertainty code system 

DOORS 

DANTSYS  

PARTISN 

GROUPR 

GROUPSR 

Card input 

ANGELO 

ERRORR 

ERRORJ 

ERRORR34 

,+ 

SUSD3D 

Cross 

sections 

Covariance 

matrix 

SAD/SED 

covariance 

matrices  

SUSD3D uses  

- flux moment files produced by SN codes: DORT-TORT, ONE-, TWO-, 

THREEDANT and PARTISN 

- angular flux files from ANISN and DOT-III 



FLATTOP-Pu calculations 

• ENDF/B-VII.0, 33 groups, P1 and P5  

• PARTISN: flux moments passed to SUSD3D 

• ANISN: angular fluxes converted in SUSD3D to 
moments; in principle PN order in transport can be 
different from PN in sensitivity calculation as well as 
different for GAIN and LOSS term. 

 

Comparison with: 

TSUNAMI-1D from SCALE 6.1 and SCALE-6, P1 and 
P5 in 238-groups and ERANOS/PSI (ongoing). 

SG39 Meeting, NEA, May 13, 2014 



SUSD3D/ 

PARTISN/ 

ANISN 

Code Transport Sensitivity 

loss gain 

PARTISN P5 P5 P5 

P1-BGS P1 P1 

ANISN P5 P5 P5 

P1 P1 

P1-BGS P1 P1 

P5 P5 

P5 P1 

P1 P1 P1 

P5 P5 

P5 P1 

BGS=Bell-Hansen-Sadmeister 

 transport correction 

Code/options keff (dir) 

PARTISN / P5 1.000302 

PARTISN/P1-BHS 0.999023 

ANISN / P5 1.00337 

ANISN / P1-BHS 1.00208 

ANISN / P1 0.984632 



FLATTOP-Pu (P1) 
238U 

Sensitivity (%/%) 
keff (%) 

Code/options 238U el 238U inel 238U(el+inel) Total 

PARTISN / P5 0.140 0.065 0.41% 1.20% 

PARTISN P1 (BHS) 0.172 0.097 0.68% 1.32% 

ANISN-P5/ SUSD3D-P5 0.140   0.063 0.39% 1.19% 

ANISN-P5/ SUSD3D-P1 0.171 0.095 0.65% 1.30% 

ANISN P1- BHS / 

SUSD3D-P1 
0.171 0.096 0.66% 1.31% 

ANISN P1-BHS/ 

SUSD3D-P5 
0.141 0.065 0.40% 1.19% 

ANISN P1-BHS / 

SUSD3D-P1_gain  
0.118 0.065 0.63% 1.29% 

ANISN-P1/ SUSD3D-P1 0.176 0.100 0.70% 1.33% 

ANISN-P1 / SUSD3D-P5 0.149 0.074 0.49% 1.23% 

ANISN-P1 / SUSD3D-

P1_gain 
0.130 0.074 0.68% 1.32% 



FLATTOP 

U238-elastic 
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FLATTOP 

U238-inelastic 
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FLATTOP-Pu (P5) 



CONCLUSIONS 

• large impact of PN orders on FLATTOP-Pu transport, sensitivity and 
uncertainty analysis,  

• surprisingly, using both angular flux (gain sensitivity term) and moments 
(loss), although in principle “correct” only slightly improves the 
sensitivity calculations.  

• in spite of large differences in keff between the BHS corrected and 
uncorrected cross section computations (more than 1700 pcm) are the 
corresponding sensitivities not too different; 

• Although not demonstrated it is expected that applying the BGS 
correction to the cross-sections used in the SUSD3D sensitivity 
calculations would resolve the relatively large differences between the 
sensitivities based on P5 and P1–BHS transport calculations.  

• P5: excellent agreement between SUSD3D/PARTISN, 
SUSD3D/ANISN and TSUNAMI results; 

• P1: consistent results using SUSD3D/PARTISN and SCALE-6; 

• P1: consistent results using SUSD3D/ANISN P1transp-P5loss-P1gain and 
SCALE-6.1 & ERANOS P1. 

SG39 Meeting, NEA, May 14, 2014 
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Sensitivity coefficients by means of SERPENT-2 

Sandro Pelloni and Mathieu Hursin 



Use of sensitivity coefficients from SERPENT-2 

 

 

per: perturbed (voided) 

N   : atom number density 

i     : coolant nuclide 

r    : voided region 

x    : reaction 

g    : energy group 

σ    : microscopic cross-section 

Σ    : macroscopic cross-section 

S    : sensitivity coefficient 

 

This is the SCALE methodology. We may use multiple sets instead of one set of  sensitivity  

coefficients for evaluating the reactivity effect in cases where the effect is not linear. 



Comparison ERANOS/SERPENT-2 

                         keff 

Configuration ERANOS 

P5S100 

JEFF-3.1 

(VITAMIN-J) 

SERPENT-2 

 

JEFF-3.1 

 

Jezebel-Pu239 0.99794 0.99936±0.00013 

Jezebel-Pu240 1.00199 1.00410±0.00007 

Flattop-Pu 0.99923 1.00062±0.00011 

ZPPR9 1.00090 0.99957±0.00008 

 
 

Agreement is achieved between ERANOS and Serpent.  

 

However, for leaky configurations having a large infinite multiplication factor of the fuel 

(bare spheres and particularly systems with thick heavy metal reflectors such as Flattop-Pu 

which is a 6 kg Pu sphere of radius 4.5 cm reflected by 19.6 cm natural U), 

 

higher orders of anisotropic scattering and angular flux approximations than P1S16 are required 

in the ERANOS deterministic approach using finite difference discrete-ordinates.  

Whereas detailed resonance calculations (e.g. using collision probabilities for thin regions)  

and large numbers of broad groups (e.g. 175) appear unimportant for these systems. 

 

 



Flattop-Pu (Statistics and SERPENT-2 options) 

Fair agreement between Serpent-2 and ERANOS. 

The presence of low lethargy width intervals might  

results in spikes in the Serpent results due to low scoring  

efficiency. These spikes would largely disappear when the 

statistical uncertainty is reduced, though leading to large 

calculation times resulting from more than 1 billion  

particles being considered.  

Mostly concerned are sensitivity coefficients to scattering 

cross-sections. 



Flattop-Pu (Statistics and SERPENT-2 options) 

Whereas sensitivities to fission related cross-sections 

are by far less dependent on statistical accuracies and 

Serpent-2 options than are sensitivities to scattering 

cross-sections. 



Flattop-Pu (SG33 comparison) 

Fair agreement between Serpent-2 and TSUNAMI-3D despite the different libraries. 

 

Agreement of the different ERANOS solutions. Disagreement with Serpent-2 in the fission 

source range due to the use of prescribed P1S4 approximations. 



Jezebel-Pu239 (SG33 comparison) 

Similar findings as for Flattop-Pu. However, the differences are smaller.  



ZPR6-7 (SG33 comparison) 

 

ZPR6-7: A large single zone sodium cooled MOX  

fueled core. Fair agreement between Serpent-2 and  

TSUNAMI-3D.  There is a strong implicit effect  

around the sodium scattering resonances. 
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Database for ICSBEP (DICE) and Database  and Analysis Tool 

for IRPhE (IDAT) 

PST-004-001 

ABBN and TSUNAMI-3D  



© 2013 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

 

1. DICE NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE (Nov 2013), IDAT ONLINE 

WITHIN THE MONTH (May 2014). PREVIOUSLY ONLY ON 

DVD 

2. SEARCH BASED ON SENSITITY DATA (Nov 2013) 

3. SENSITIVITY DATA INCREASED from ~700 CASES to 

~3500 CASES (Nov 2013 Release) 

4. IDAT ENABLES SEARCHING FOR OTHER 

MEASUREMENTS LIKE BETA or SPECTRAL INDEX 

MEASUREMENTS  

DEMONSTRATION….. 

2013 DICE Status + 2014 IDAT Status (Relevant WPEC 

SG39 Items) 
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Leap Forward of Available ICSBEP Handbook Sensitivity Data 

 

• NEA Added 2850 new sensitivity profiles (not through VALID 

process)  

• Added to ORNL 520 cases, IPPE 304 cases 

• All inputs/sdf files have been placed on the DVD 

• Evaluations can now be searched based on SDF data 

• Coverage ~ 75 % 

• Order the DVD today  

Summary 



© 2013 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

Thank you for your attention! 
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• Filter for Low EALF 

Variation of EALF, Ck, E  

Subset LCT Cases 



Wir schaffen Wissen – heute für morgen 

20. Mai 2014 PSI, 20. Mai 2014 PSI, 

Paul Scherrer Institut 

PROTEUS FDWR-II (HCLWR) program summary for SG-39 

Mathieu Hursin and Sandro Pelloni 



FDWR-II – Experimental Configurations 

FDWR Phase II 
•From 1985 to 1990 in PROTEUS reactor 

 

•PROTEUS is a driven system whose test 

zone contains the FDWR lattices 

 

•UO2/PuO2 pellets with 11% PuO2  

•Pu(8/9/0/1/2): 1%, 64%, 23%, 8%, 4% 

•Fuel diameter: 8.46mm 

•Fuel total height: 84 cm 

•2 axial blankets:   

•Udep. 0.224w% 235U 

•28-cm high each 

 

•Several moderation conditions 

•Two triangular pitches 

• Different moderators (water, 

downterm, air) 

20. Mai 2014 PSI, Seite 2 



FDWR-II – Experimental Configurations 

Core 7,8,9 
•Homogeneous (Vm/Vf = 0.48) 

•Water, air and downterm moderators 

•B4C central pin and moderator hole 

•Axial MOX blanket interface in central pin 

20. Mai 2014 PSI, Seite 3 

Core 10 
•Heterogeneous with water holes at the periphery 

and 37 B4C absorber rods  

•Downterm (41.4% void) 

Core 11, 12 
•Heterogeneous with 55 B4C absorber pins 

•Air und Wasser  



FDWR-II – Experimental Configurations 

20. Mai 2014 PSI, Seite 4 

Core 16, 17 
•Heterogeneous with 61 B4C absorber pins 

(Vm/Vf = 0.95) 

Core 18 
•Heterogeneous with 60 B4C absorber pins and 

121 water holes (Vm/Vf = 2.07)  

Core 13,14,15 
•Homogeneous (Vm/Vf = 0.95) 

•Water, air and downterm moderators 

•B4C central pin and moderator hole 

•Axial MOX blanket interface in central pin 



FDWR-II – Experimental Configurations 

20. Mai 2014 PSI, Seite 5 

Core 20 
•Homogeneous 

•D2O moderator 

•B4C central pin and moderator hole 

•Axial MOX blanket interface in central pin 

Core 19 
•Heterogeneous with a 2:1 ratio of PuO2/UO2 and 

UO2 0.22w% pins (Vm/Vf = 0.95) 

•Water, air and downterm moderators 

•B4C central pin and moderator hole 

•Axial MOX blanket interface in central pin 



FDWR-II – Measurement types 

Spectral index measurements  

(core 13 - ref) 
•F5/F9 ~0.72 F1/F9 ~ 1.50 

•F8/F9 ~0.89 C2/F9 ~ 0.94 

•C8/F9 ~5.1e-2 

•Typical uncertainties  

F5: 1.4%, F8: 2.0%, F9:1.4%, C8: 1.8% 

Reaction rate radial and axial 

traverses 

 
 

 

20. Mai 2014 PSI, Seite 6 



FDWR-II – Measurement types 

• K∞ measurements 
•Using axial and radial bucklings 

•Using compensation methods with 

auto-rod and a 252Cf sources  

 

• Reactivity effects of  

• Void volume 

• Moderator volume 

•Absorber rods 

20. Mai 2014 PSI, Seite 7 



FDWR-II – Calculation tools  

20. Mai 2014 PSI, Seite 8 

PSI 
•Cell calculations: WIMSD4 with the WIMS-1981 data library 

•Whole reactor calculations: ONEDANT (one dimension transport) 

•Macroscopic cross-sections generation: 

• WIMSD4 (P0 transport corrected)  DSNXSL XSLIB 

 

KfK 
•Cell calculations: KAPER4 with the G69P1V02 data library (69 Groups) 

•Whole reactor calculations: 2D DIXY2 diffusion and TWODANT transport codes 

•Macroscopic cross-sections with transport corrected P0 and P1, S4 

 

TUBS 
•XS preparation: modified WIPRO, NJOY (ENDF/B-V, JEF-1), various DATUBS-nn 

•Cell calculations: SPEKTRA (various libraries) 

•Whole reactor calculations: DITUBS (2D diffusion, 35 groups) 

 

 



FDWR-II – Calculation tools  

20. Mai 2014 PSI, Seite 9 

Plans: 
 

In addition to ERANOS, recalculation of these experiments by means of 

SERPENT-2. 

 

Testing of the new built-in adjoint-weighting sensitivity coefficient 

methodology by investigating these reactivity effects.  

Detailed testing is currently undergoing for the sodium void in the 

framework of ESNI+ leading to promising results. GPT will be available 

in the next official release of the code (Manuele Aufiero). 

 

Inclusion of SERPENT-2 based sensitivity coefficients and these 

experiments in data assimilation studies, e.g. the SG33 benchmark. 

 
(Question: what should be used in multi-group cross-section adjustment studies, namely 

“complete” or explicit sensitivity coefficients ?) 



STEK and SEG expriments: Analysis available in several 

documents, in particular at CEA-Cadarache and at former JNC 



The STEK experiments 





Softest spectrum 
Hardest spectrum 



Driver 

Converter 

H~60 cm 



Steep adjoint 

Flat adjoint 





Both STEK and SEG experiments are very interesting from the physics point of view: 

• Systematically variable neutron spectrum hardness (STEK) 

• Ad-hoc tailored adjoint flux shapes to reduce/amplify reactivity effects due to 

scattering (SEG) 

 

Mostly devoted to FP isotope data 

 

Experiments not easy to analyse:  

• Thermal-fast coupled experiments 

• Self-shielding effects 

• Etc 

 

Experimental uncertainties sometimes significant: 

• Statistical 

• Normalisation (usually a hard point) 

 

Results available could incite to revisit to some extent the analysis (any suggestions 

from the groups involved in previous analysis?): Oxygen (!), U-238 
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Experiments related to 235U, 238U, 56Fe, 
and 23Na  

G. Palmiotti  
 
 

Idaho National Laboratory 
 
 

 
 

 

WPEC SG39 

 

 

May  13, 2013   

NEA, Issy-Les-Moulineaux, France 



Experiments to be taken into considerations 

• 235U: ZPR9-34 (good also for 56Fe), but also other 235U cores 
from ICSBEP and/or IRPhEP 

• 238U: ZPR3-53 (Keff and reaction rate slopes, also sensitive 
to intermediate energy region of 239Pu), CIRANO-2A (only 
available CEA-DOE), IPPE 238U transmission sphere 
(availability?). 

• 56Fe: ZPR3-54 (Keff and reaction rate slopes), CIRANO-2B 
(only available CEA-DOE, sensitive to SS), EURACOS 56Fe, 
ASPIS, OKTAVIAN (?, fusion source) and, possibly, others 
from SINBAD. 

• 23Na: EURACOS 23Na, JANUS-8 23Na, sodium void 
reactivities to be selected from IRPhEP 

 

 
 



IPPE 238U transmission sphere 



ZPR-3 Configurations  

ZPR-3 Assembly 53 ZPR-3 Assembly 54 

//smokey/aliberti/sensitivity.2008/sensitivity.2008.doc


CIRANO Configurations  

CIRANO 2A  CIRANO 2B 



Sensitivity profile of Fe56 inelastic to U238 fission slope in 

ZPR3-54 and CIRANO-2B  
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Sensitivity profile of U238 inelastic to U238 fission slope in 

ZPR3-53 and CIRANO-2A  
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Sensitivity profile of Fe56 elastic and capture to B10 n,a slope 

in ZPR3-54  
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Sensitivity profile of Fe56 elastic and capture for U235 fission 

slope in ZPR3-54 and CIRANO-2B  
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Integrated sensitivity coefficients  

F9 gradient F8 gradient  
ZPR3-53 (U blkt) ZPR-54 (Fe refl) ZPR3-53 (U blkt) ZPR-54 (Fe refl) 

capture 

inelastic 

 

Fe-56 

elastic 
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0.1 
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U238 

fission 
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EURACOS  

• The Ispra sodium benchmark project was performed under the 
EURACOS (Enriched URAnium COnverter Source) irradiation facility.  

• Measurements with activation detectors were carried out at distances 
from the source for 32S(n,p) and 197Au (n,γ) in order to analyze fast and 
epithermal neutron attenuations.  

 

 



JANUS-8 Sodium Propagation Experiment  

• The JANUS Phase 8 experiments were performed at the ASPIS facility.  

• The neutron attenuations of several different detectors were analyzed 
and in particular for the following reaction rates: 32S(n,p)32P, 
103Rh(n,n’)103mRh, 197Au(n,)198Au, and 55Mn(n,)56Mn.  

 

 

Detector locations 

I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 I11 

In 

x 
y 



Question 
  

• How to establish a protocol for sharing information on 
experiments within SG39? 

– A partner volunteers for a specific experiment and provides 
all the C/Es (and associated sensitivity coefficients) using 
different cross section data sets (very work intensive) 

– A partner volunteers for a specific experiment and provides 
only the associated model (MCNP?) and experimental 
results 

– ? 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Validation of ENDF/B-VI and JEF-2 Iron 

Cross-sections by Sensitivity and Adjustment 

Analysis* 

I. A. Kodeli 

CEA-CE-Saclay, France 

Abstract 

Validation of the iron cross-sections from the new evaluated nuclear 

data files like ENDF/B-VI and JEF-2.2 is described. Fast neutron 

energy range (above approximately 100 keV) was considered using AS- 

PIS benchmark experiment. An extensive sensitivity, uncertainty and 

adjustment analysis was carried out to establish the quality of the 

cross-section data and to find the indications about the possible im- 

provements to be introduced. 

Introduction 

Because of its excellent slowing down properties for neutrons in the upper 

MeV energy range, iron is most important structural and shielding material and 

is widely used in reactor technology. Integral checks of iron cross-sections, in 

particular of the inelastic scattering cross-sections are therefore of high interest. 

Benchmark experiments (like ASPIS) p rovide the reference for the validation of 

the basic nuclear data. ASPIS experiment (ref [l]) was designed to study neutron 

transport through more than 1 meter thick steel plate. 32S, ro3Rh and “s1n 

reaction rates were measured at different distances in the steel shield. 

Recently some new evaluations of the iron cross-sections have become available, 

like ENDF/B-VI and JEF-2. With the objective to compare the quality of these 

new data with respect to the older one, the ASPIS experiment was calculated 

using the ENDF/B-IV, /B-VI and JEF-2 cross-sections. Remarkable discrepancies 

were found between the different group constants. The sensitivity and adjustment 

analyses were therefore carried out to clarify these differencies. The calculational 

scheme presented in [2] and (31 was used for these studies. The relative sensitivity 

profiles of the Rh, Jn and S reaction rates with respect to the iron cross-sections 
were calculated using ENDF/B-IV data only, because the differencies between the 

cross-section evaluations were expected to effect little these relative values. ANISN 

and SUSD codes were used for the sensitivity calculations. The adjustment was 

on the contrary based on the C/E values, obtained by the exact Monte Carlo 

calculations. 

‘presented at NSS/ENS Regional Meeting, Portoroz, Slow&, 1993 
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Adjustment analysis 

If the adjustment is to provide the relevant information about the data base, 

the method uncertainties must be reduced as much as possible. Special attention 

has been paid to the treatment of resonancies in the production of the cross-section 

group data. Proper flux weighting and self shielding treatment have been found 

to play predominant role in the neutron flux calculations at the distancies beyond 

20-30 cm of iron. Different group weighting results in this way in substantially 

different adjustments of the cross-sections, since they account for the cross-section 

processing error as well. 

Other conditions to be satisfied for data adjustment are the following: 

l Uncertainties of the experiment must be inferior to those of the calculation. 

a The covariance matrices must be realistic. 

l Since the linear theory was applied the data uncertainties must be relatively 

small. 

Adjustment calculations were therefore based on the very precise Monte Carlo 

probability tables calculations. The results of the calculations by ENDF/B-VI and 

JEF-2.2 cross-sections, presented in the reference [4], were used. 

The results of the transport calculations and the adjustment indicate that 

ENDF/B-VI data seem to be of very good quality. The calculated reaction rates 

are within 1 to 2 0s of the experimental uncertainty (see Figure 1). This means that 

little new information can be deduced from the ASPIS experiment. Adjustment 

analysis suggested only some minor modifications of 1 - 2 % of the elastic and non- 

elastic cross-sections (Figure 3). The calculation was repeated with the adjusted 

iron cross-sections, leading to a slightly improved agreement with the experiment. 

Concerning JEF-2 based calculations, only io3Rh reaction rates are within the 

error bar of the experiment. 32S and 1151n reaction rates are respectively over- and 

under-estimated by up to 40 % (Figure 2). Another problem concerning JEF-2 

data is the absence of the covariance information in energy range below 0.8 MeV. 
Adjustments were therefore performed using three different covariance matrices: 

l JEF-1 data, given in the ZZ-VITAMIN-J/COVA library [5], [6]; 

l EFF-2.1 Fe-56 data available only above N 0.8 MeV [7]; 0 values were sssu- 

med below; 

l ENDF/B-VI Fe-56 data [8]. 

As shown in Figure 4, adjustments depend greatly on the choice of the co- 
variance matrices. Since EFF-2 covariances are not complete, the corresponding 

adjustment might not be realistic, in particular since they involve the modification 

of the total cross-sections. In general, the adjustments of the order of - +5 y. 

above 2 MeV, and up to N -10 % below for the non-elastic, as well as the reduction 

0 

a 
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of elastic cross-sections by few % are indicated in order to correct for the overesti- 

mation of 32S reaction rates and the underestimation of ‘03Rh and “sin reaction 

rates. The calculation was this time not repeated by the adjusted cross-section 

sets. Only the reaction rates, estimated on the basis of the adjustments and the 

sensitivity profils (i.e. using linear theory) are therefore presented in Figure 2. In 

the case of ENDF/B-IV and /B-VI data (Figure 1) these estimations proved to be 

in good agreement with the actually calculated results. 

Conclusions 

The quality of the new iron evaluations for radiation shielding applications 

seem to be greatly improved with respect to older ENDF/B-IV data in the fast 
energy range between N 100 keV and N 15 MeV. In the case of ASPIS benchmark, 

all the reaction rates calculated by ENDF/B-VI iron data and lo3Rh reaction 

rates calculated by JEF-2 are within the error bar of the experiment (1 to 2 

as) whereas the JEF-2 32S and “51n reaction rates are respectively over- and 

under-estimated. This means that practicaly no additional information can be 

drawn from the experiment concerning ENDF/B-VI iron cross-sections. In the 

case of JEF-2 ASPIS can contribute to the improvement of these data, provided 

the relevant covariance matrices are available. Some examples were given using 

three different covariance matrices. 
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Figure 1: C/E values for the reaction rates calculated using ENDF/B-VI original 

and adjusted cross-sections. M-C statistical Errol is shown as well. “Estimation” 

are the C/E values calculated by the adjustment code on the basis of the linear 

theory. 



ADJUSTMENT OF JEW-2 IRON CROSS-SECTIONS 
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Benchmark analysis of Iron Cross-
sections 
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SINBAD - Radiation Shielding Experiments 

Scope and Objectives  
• Compilation of high quality experiments for validation 

and benchmarking of computer codes and nuclear data 
used for radiation transport and shielding problems 
encompassing: 

    reactor shielding, PV dosimetry (46) 

    fusion blanket neutronics (31) 

    accelerator shielding (23) 

• Low and inter-mediate energy particles applications.  

• Contains 100 experiments 
• Distribution on CD-ROM by the RSICC and the NEA DB. 

http://www.nea.fr/html/science/shielding/sinbad/sinbadis.htm  

http://www-rsicc.ornl.gov/BENCHMARKS.html 

sinbadis.htm 

../2013/jeff/sinbadis.htm
../2013/jeff/sinbadis.htm
../2013/jeff/sinbadis.htm


Quality Assessment of Fusion and Accelerator 
Shielding Benchmarks 

• Since the experimental data presently available in SINBAD are of 
varying quality, a revision and classification of the benchmark 
experiments according to the completeness and reliability of 
information is being undertaken in order to provide users with 
easier choices and help them make better use of the experimental 
information.  

• A series of 45 experiments, mostly of relevance for fusion neutronics 
and accelerator shields were revised and updated SINBAD compilations 
released (2008-2013); 

• Calculation should be able to reproduce the experiment as exactly as 
reasonably possible, avoiding unnecessary approximations;  

• Compare calculations to pure measured data. Often ‘processed’ 
measured data are referred to as ‘measured’; 

• Description of the experiment should not be mixed with the benchmark 
model. The description of the experiment, the details, the uncertainties of 
physical parameters (geometry, material), the procedure to derive data 
(unfolding) are the bases for the judgment of the benchmark quality. 



SINBAD: Re-evaluated Fe Benchmarks 

SINBAD Benchmark / quality Additional information needed on; (new data)  

OKTAVIAN Fe ~ ♦♦♦ or ♦♦ very large uncertainties of the measurements 

FNS Iron dogleg-duct  ♦♦ neutron source spectrum, detector response function 

TUD Iron slab   ~ ♦♦♦ neutron source, pulse height spectrum 

FNG Stainless Steel   ~ ♦♦♦ A comprehensive geometry description would be helpful 

FNG ITER Dose Rate  ♦♦♦ / 

FNG/TUD ITER Bulk   ~ ♦♦♦ n &g flux uncertainties, original pulse-height distributions 

FNG ITER Bulk  ♦♦♦ / 

IPPE-Fe , 14 MeV n source (new 2D & 3D MCNP5 models prepared) 

JANUS phase I ♦♦♦ & VIII ♦♦♦ 

ASPIS NESDIP 2 ♦/♦♦ & 3 ♦♦♦ neutron source spectrum approximations 

Ispra Iron  ♦♦ Geometry model details and approximations, background ? 

ISIS 800 MeV protons (120cm  

Concrete & 60cm Iron) ~ ♦♦♦ 

(new MCNPX model prepared) 

HIMAC 400 MeV/nucleon C ions 

on  Fe shield ~ ♦♦♦ 

large measurement uncertainties, unfolding uncertainty and 

parameter uncertainties needed (new PHITS model 

prepared) 

TIARA 43 & 68 MeV Protons ♦♦♦ 



IMPROVEMENTS  

– more experimental information from literature 

– refinement of the D-T source model 

– experimental source spectra simulations 

– new MCNP5/X models 

– Sensitivity studies (neutron source description, 

composition, geometry where available) 
 

 



  

Fe-56(n,inel) from JEFF-3.1 

NEW MEASUREMENTS  

– RPI (Yaron Danon): 

high resolution 

transmission 

measurements; 

– GEEL (Arjan Plompen) 

inelastic cross-section 

measurements. 
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IPPE Fe sphere # 5 (30cm): C&E compared to XS 
uncertainties 
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Explicit modelisation of the collimator and 

providing TOF spectra and collimator-detector 

system detailed geometry would allow to 

compare MCNP results directly with the 

measured TOA spectra, without needing any 

response function, nor TOA-Energy 

transformation. 



 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 SINBAD Index – Reactor Shielding 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

• Winfrith Iron Benchmark (ASPIS)  

• Winfrith Iron 88 Benchmark (ASPIS)  

• Winfrith Water/Iron Benchmark (ASPIS-PCA REPLICA)  

• Winfrith Neutron-Gamma Ray Transport through Water/Steel Arrays (ASPIS)  

• NESDIP-2 Benchmark (ASPIS)  

• NESDIP-3 Benchmark (ASPIS)  

• JANUS Phase I (Neutron Transport Through Mild and Stainless Steel)  

• JANUS Phase VIII (Neutron Transport Through Sodium Mild Steel)  

• Ispra Iron Benchmark (EURACOS)  

• Karlsruhe Iron Sphere  

• Wuerenlingen Iron Benchmark (PROTEUS)  

• Gamma Production X-Sections from Thermal Neutron Capture in 14 elements & SS  

• Gamma Production X-Sections from Fast Neutron Capture in 14 elements & SS  

• ORNL TSF Iron Broomstick  

• ORNL TSF Stainless Steel Broomstick  

• ORNL Neutron Transport Through Iron and SS - Part I  

• University of Illinois Iron Sphere (CF-252) 

• University of Tokyo-YAYOI Iron Slab  

• Snezynsk Photon Leakage Spectra from Al, Ti, Fe, Cu, Zr, Pb, U238 Spheres 

• NAÏADE 1 Iron Benchmark (60cm) 



 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 SINBAD Index – FUSION 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

• Osaka Iron Sphere (OKTAVIAN)  

• FNG-SS Shield (integral measurements) 

• FNG-ITER Blanket Bulk Shield (integral measurements) 

• FNG/TUD ITER Blanket Bulk Shield (spectra) 

• FNG-ITER Dose Rate Experiment  

• TUD Iron Slab Experiment  

• IPPE Iron Shells 

• ORNL 14-MeV Neutron SS/B Poly Slab  

• University of Illinois Iron Sphere (D-T) 

 

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 SINBAD Index – Accelerator Shielding 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

• Neutron Production from Thick Targets of C, Fe, Cu, Pb by 30- and 52-MeV p+ 

• TIARA 40 & 65 MeV Neutron Transmission Through Iron, Concrete & 
Polyethylene  

• ROESTI I, II and III (CERN)  

• HIMAC High energy Neutron (<800 MeV) Measurements in Iron 

• ISIS Deep-Penetration Neutrons through Concrete & Fe Shields using p-800 
MeV 



IRPhEP, ICSBEP databases 

Approved evaluations stored in IRPhE and/or ICSBEP:  
 

• ALARM-CF-FE-SHIELD-001 Neutron and Photon Leakage Spectra from CF-
252 Source at Center of Six Iron Sphere of Different Diameters, Gennady 
Manturov, Yevgeniy Rozhikhin, and Lev Trykov (Institute of Physics and 
Power Engineering – Russian Federation). 

 

 

ICSBEP fast critical benchmarks with Fe used as reflector and/or cladding are 
sensitive to FE inelastic XS and could be useful for validation. 



• The SINBAD database currently contains compilations and evaluations of 

experiments for 46 reactor shielding problems, 31 for fusion neutronics 

shielding and 23 for accelerator shielding cases.  

• 25 benchmarks include Iron or steel as shielding material. 

• Since the experimental data presently available in SINBAD are of varying 

quality, a revision and classification of the benchmark experiments 

according to the completeness and reliability of information is being 

undertaken in order to identify missing information and facilitate the 

choice and make better use of the experimental information. A series of 

45 experiments of relevance for fission, fusion neutronics and for 

accelerator shields were already revised and reclassified. 

• Several fast critical and Alarm system benchmarks from ICSBEP are 

relevant for Fe benchmarking. 

Conclusions 
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(From Minutes of SG39 Meeting in Nov. 2013 )  

C4. Role of integral eff measurements in the adjustment of delayed neutrons (and availability of 

related nuclear data covariance). 

Action on I. Kodeli, E. Ivanova, M. Ishikawa (for deadline see point C7 below): to look into 

BERENICE experiments and ANL eff experiments (accuracy, relevance etc.). 

 

 

 

Survey on Integral Beta-effective Measurements 

 

May 8, 2014  M.Ishikawa, JAEA 

 

 

     Since the author was not familiar with the integral beta-effective experiments at all, he 

studied some related references.  This memo is the summary he learned so far. 

 

1. Measurement method 

     There are lots of techniques to measure the eff integral values.  Typical ones are as 

follows: 

 

1) Boron substitution technique (Ref.1) 

     Perez-Belles proposed this idea in 1962.  The eff value is obtained as 

where,  is the substitution reactivity of fuel and absorber material at the 

position  in a reactor.  This method is intuitionally understandable, but there is a large 

assumption that the scattering and absorption cross-section of the absorber must be identical with 

those of fuel material.  Further, the substitution reactivity must be measured at the whole reactor 

region and integrated.  Maybe, this method is not realistic for the actual application. 

 

2) Cf-252 neutron source method (Ref.2, 3) 

     This method was proposed by Carpenter in 1972, and adopted by many experimental 

researchers.  The idea is to utilize the apparent reactivity increase with the insertion of Cf-252 

by the equation where,  is apparent reactivity of Cf-252 source.  

This method needs three physical properties besides the reactivity, that is, the absolute value of 

the Cf-252 neutron source intensity, , and the other is the absolute value of fission rate 

integrated in the whole core, , and the core-averaged nu-value, .  Further, the 
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importance effect by the spectrum difference between Cf-252 and fissile material, , must 

be corrected by calculation. 

 

3) Reactor noise method (Ref.4 ~ 11) 

     There are many variations to apply the reactor noise, which are classified into a) 

variance-to-mean method (Feynman, 1956), b) Rossi- method (Orndoff, 1957), and c) 

Cf-252-driven noise analysis method (Mihalczo, 1972), etc.  The basic principles of these noise 

methods are rather similar with each other.  Below is an equation of the variance-to-mean 

method, where,  is the number of 

counts during time ,  is the detector efficiency,  the dispersion in nu (Diven factor),  

the spatial correction factor,  prompt decay constant, that is, the absolute reactivity divided by 

neutron life time, etc. 

 

     As a summary, all measurement techniques need the absolute value of either fission rate, 

neutron source intensity, or detector efficiency, and the integration in the whole core region, and 

the nuclear data information such as the Diven factor or the neutron life time.  In other words, 

the beta-effective value measured in a reactor seems not to be pure unlike ordinary experimental 

values such as reaction rate or reactivity, but to be rather an evaluated or combined value with the 

help of calculation or other supplemental experiments such as distributed-foil irradiation. 

 

 

2. International beta-effective measurement 

     In the past, the international benchmark experiments to measure eff were held twice, at 

MASURCA (1993) and at FCA (1995~97). 

 

1) Measurement at MASURCA (Ref.12) 

     The eff values were measured in two cores with different core compositions.  The eff 

values in pcm unit measured by JAERI and CEA both of which commonly used the Cf-252 

source method are below:  
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The measured properties are the absolute fission rate at the core center and the worth of Cf-252.  

Other parameters needed to obtain eff, that is, fission integral, fission neutron importance, worth 

ratio of Cf-252 source and fission neutrons at the core center were calculated.  The large 

differences between JAERI and CEA in uranium-fueled R2 core was considered as the unlucky 

sum of different effect such as Cf-252 source strength, source reactivity, absolute power 

calculation and calculated parameters.  On the other hand, the agreement of Pu-fueled ZONA2 

core was judged to be satisfactory. 

 

2) Measurement at FCA (Ref.13, 14) 

     The eff values were measured in three cores, that is, the uranium-fueled core, the MOX 

core with 23% enrichment, and the 92% fissile Pu-fueled core.  Unlike MASURCA, the 

parameters needed to obtain the eff values, that is, the relative fission integral, the normalization 

integral, the Diven factor, the spatial correction factors were given by JAERI, and commonly 

used by the participants.  The measured results of eff are below:  

 

 
 

Although quite large differences appeared among the participants, especially in the 

uranium-fueled XIX-1 core, there was no interpretation reported.  Further, the evaluated 

uncertainties of the parameters commonly used were reported as below, however, the reason or 

basis of the uncertainty was unknown:  
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     Finally, the uncertainties of the measured eff including the calculated parameters were 

evaluated as 2.5% (1 sigma) in MASURCA, and better than 3% in FCA. 

 

 

3. Adjustment of beta-effective (Ref.15, 16) 

     In 2002, JAEA and CEA independently made the adjustment study of eff using the 

integral eff experimental data.  These materials would be the starting points of SG39 work if 

we try to adopt the MASURCA and FCA data in the adjustment. 

 

 

4. Concluding remarks 

     In the case of ADJ2010 based on JENDL-4.0, the adjusted results, that is, the alteration of 

 values and the improvement of their uncertainties, of the delayed neutron data are shown 

below: 

 

Isotope 
Alteration by 

adjustment 

Uncertainty (1 sigma) 

a priori a posterior 

U-235 -0.52 % ±2.7 % ±1.3 % 

U-238 +2.89 % ±3.4 % ±2.4 % 

Pu-239 +5.38 % ±4.4 % ±2.8 % 

 

     Since a priori uncertainty of values are evaluated as ±3~4%, it will be worth adopting the 

integral eff experiments in the adjustment, if the uncertainty of the integral experiment can be 

less than ±3% as reported by MASURCA and FCA benchmarks.  Remember that when the 

value of the neutron-induced-error of an integral parameter, GMG, is almost same with the 

integral errors, Ve+Vm, the error of the posteriori integral parameter, GM'G, will be reduced to 

be roughly a half of GMG by the adjustment. 
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     However, the concerns of the author are on the uncertainty evaluation of the integral eff 

experiments.  As seen in section 1, the measured eff values are a combination of measured 

values and calculated values.  We have to carefully investigate the basis of the uncertainty 

uncertainty evaluation of the parameters which were used to obtain the eff values, especially 

stemmed from the nuclear data errors and from the analytical-modeling errors.  A review report 

of NEA/WPEC/SG6 also warned that the uncertainty value of ±3% reported by MASURCA and 

FCA for Cf-252 and Rossi-methods seems optimistic (Ref.17, p.37). 
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Outline 

n Objectives 
n Summary of the cross-section adjustment result of 

ADJ2010 
n Demonstration of impacts of nuclear data covariance on 

the cross-section adjustment of ADJ2010 by using a 
parametric survey 
n “Degree of Mobility” 

n Interpretation of mechanisms of the cross-section 
adjustment by using small test cases 
n “Adjustment Motive Force” and “Potential” 

n Concluding remarks 
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Objectives of this Talk 

n To present a summary of the cross-section adjustment 
results of ADJ2010 

n To demonstrate the impacts of nuclear data covariance 
on the cross-section adjustment 

n To interpret physical mechanisms of the cross-section 
adjustment aiming at feedbacks to nuclear data 
evaluators 
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Purposes of Use of Covariance Data 

In the application to fast reactor analysis and design, the 
covariance data are mainly used for three purpose: 
 
n To quantify the uncertainty of nuclear core parameters 

n To identify the important nuclides, reactions and energy 
ranges which are dominant to the uncertainty of core 
parameters 

n To improve the accuracy of core design values by 
adopting the integral data such as the critical experiments 
and the power reactor operation data 
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n  Based on the Bayes theorem, i.e., the conditional probability estimation method 
　　→　To maximize the posterior probability that a cross-section set, T, is true, under the 

condition that the information of integral experiment, Re, is obtained. 
　　　　J(T) = (T-T0)tM-1(T-T0) + [Re-Rc(T)]t[Ve+Vm]-1[Re-Rc(T)] 
       Minimize the function J(T).　→　dJ(T)/dT = 0 

n  The adjusted cross-section set T’, and its uncertainty (covariance), M’ 
　　　　T’  = T0 + MGt[GMGt+Ve+Vm]-1[Re-Rc(T0)] 
　　　　M’ = M - MGt[GMGt+Ve+Vm]-1GM 

n  Prediction error induced by the cross-section errors 
　　　　　　　Before adjustment： GMGt　　　　　　After adjustment： GM’Gt 

Where,  T0 :　Cross-section set before adjustment　　   　 Ve : Experimental errors of integral experiments 
　　　　　 M :　Covariance before adjustment　　　　        Vm :　Analytical modeling errors of integral experiments 
　　　　　 Re :　Measured values of integral experiments　  G :　Sensitivity coefficients, (dR/R)/(dσ/σ) 
　　　　　 Rc :　Analytical values of integral experiments 

※ J.B.Dragt, et al.: “Methods of Adjustment and Error Evaluation of Neutron Capture 
Cross Sections; Application to Fission Product Nuclides,” NSE 62, pp.117-129, 1977	 

ü If  GMGt<< Ve+Vm,  T’≒T0 and GM’Gt≒GMGt 

ü If  GMGt>>Ve+Vm,  GM’Gt≒Ve+Vm 

ü If  GMGt≒Ve+Vm,   GM’Gt≒1/2×GMGt 

Theory of Cross-section Adjustment 
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History of Adjusted Library in Japan 

Item	 ADJ91	 ADJ2000	 ADJ2010	

Basic library 
(Release year)	

JENDL-2 
(Final 1989, First 1982)	

JENDL-3.2 
(1994)	

JENDL-4.0 
(2010)	

Nuclear 
parameters to be 

adjusted	

σ∞ of 11 nuclides (32 
reactions), χ of 2 nuclides, 

β of 6 nuclides	

σ∞ of 11 nuclides (41 
reactions), χ of 2 nuclides, 
β of 6 nuclides, Self-

shielding factors of U-238	

σ∞ of 27 nuclides (155 reactions), χ 
of 2 nuclides, β of 11 nuclides, 

Pseud-FP of 4 fissiles, Self-shielding 
factors of U-238	

Energy structure	 18 group	 18 group	
70 group 

(lethargy width of each group: 0.25)	

Covariance of 
nuclear data 	

Rough estimation from 
differences between 
measured values and 

JENDL-2	

The covariance data file 
evaluated after JENDL-3.2 

release	

The covariance data evaluated and 
released simultaneously with 

JENDL-4.0	

Integral 
experimental data	

82 data from JUPITER 
experiment at ZPPR	

237 data from JUPITER, 
FCA, JOYO, BFS, 

MASURCA and Los 
Alamos (including burnup 

and temperature data)	

488 data from JUPITER, ZEBRA, 
JOYO, MONJU, BFS, MASURCA, 
SEFOR and Los Alamos (including 
burnup, temperature and MA post-

irradiation test data)	
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Integral Experimental Data used for ADJ2010 (1/2) 

Facility  
( Institute, 
Country)	

Name of 
Experimental 

Core  
(Total Number) 

Core Features Core parameters*1)  
collected in database 

Open  
to 

Public 

ZPPR 

<JUPITER Program> 

(ANL-W, USA)	

ZPPR-9, 10A -10C  
(4) 

600-800 MWe-class, two-region 
homogeneous MOX cores. 

keff, RR, CRW, SVR, and 
DR(sample). 

Yes. 
(IRPhE)	

ZPPR-13A  
(1) 

650 MWe-class, Radially-
heterogeneous MOX cores. 

keff, RR, CRW, SVR, and 
DR(sample). 

ZPPR-18A, 18C, 19B 
(3) 

1,000 MWe-class, two-region 
homogeneous MOX cores with 

enriched-uranium regions. 
keff, RR, CRW, and SVR. 

ZEBRA 

<MOZART Program> 

(Winfrith, UK)	

MZA  
(1)	

550 liter-sized one-region MOX core 
as a clean benchmark.	 keff and SVR	

Yes. 
(IRPhE)	MZB, MZC  

(2)	

2,300 liter-sized two-region 
homogeneous MOX cores to simulate 

the prototype fast reactor MONJU.	
keff, CRW, and SVR	

JOYO 
(JAEA, Japan) 

JOYO Mk-I  
(1) 

300 liter-sized fast power reactor core 
with mixed Pu and enriched-uranium 

fuel with blanket. 

keff, CRW, SVR, ZMRR, 
Isothermal temperature 

reactivity, and Burnup reactivity. 

Yes. 
(IRPhE)	

JOYO Mk-II  
(1) 

240 liter-sized fast power reactor core 
with mixed Pu and enriched-uranium 

fuel with reflector. 
MA post-irradiation test.	 No. 

*1)  keff: Criticality,     RR: Reaction rate,     CRW: Control rod worth,     SVR: Sodium void reactivity,    SSW:  Small sample worth, 
        DR: Doppler reactivity,      ZMRR: Zone material replacement reactivity	
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Integral Experimental Data used for ADJ2010 (2/2) 

Facility  
( Institute, 
Country)	

Name of 
Experimental 
Core (Total 
Number) 

Core Features Core parameters*1)  
collected in database 

Open  
to 

Public 

MONJU 
(JAEA, Japan)	

MONJU  
Start-up Tests 

(2) 

280 MWe prototype fast breeder 
reactor with two-region homogeneous 

MOX core. 

keff, CRW, and Isothermal 
temperature reactivity. No. 

BFS   
(IPPE, Russia) 

BFS-62-1 -62-5, 66-1 
(6) 

3,400 liter-sized three or four-region 
enriched-uranium and/or MOX fuel 

cores with or without radial blankets. 
keff, RR, CRW, and SVR. 

No. 
 

(Yes.  
BFS-62-

3A) 
(IRPhE)	

BFS-67, 69, 66  
(3) 

10 kg of NpO2 loading cores in central 
MOX region with weapon-grade Pu, 
high enriched Pu, and degraded Pu. 

keff, RR, CRW, and  SVR. 

MASURCA 
(CEA, France) 

ZONA-2B  
(1) 

380 liter-sized core in the CIRANO 
experiment series, which aimed at the 

study of plutonium burner cores 
SVR and ZMRR. No. 

SEFOR 
(General Electric, USA) 

SEFOR CORE-I, II 
(2) 

20MWt fast power reactor core fueled 
with mixed PuO2-UO2 and cooled with 

sodium. 
DR(whole core). 

Yes. 
(PHYSOR 

2004)	

Los Alamos 
(LANL, USA) 

FLATTOP-Pu, 
FLATTOP-25, 

JEZEBEL, 
JEZEBEL-Pu240, 

GODIVA (5) 

sphere-shaped cores of approx. ten 
centimeter in diameter with metallic 

fuel consisted of Pu-239, or degraded 
Pu, or U-235. 

keff. Yes. 
(IRPhE)	
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Screening Process applied for ADJ2010 

Initial candidates of integral experimental data  
 
< First rule > 
Ratio of absolute C/E-1 value ('C/E-1',  hereafter) to 
the total uncertainty*1) must be less than 2. 

 
< Further elimination by iterative tuning > 
① Reaction rate data in blanket and reflector region. 
② Too large analytical modeling uncertainty or cross-section-
induced uncertainty compared to other experimental data. 
③ For criticality of medium-size clean cores, 'C/E-1' is larger 
than 0.4%. 
④ For reaction rate distribution, 'C/E-1' is larger than 5%. 
⑤ For Na void reactivity, 'C/E-1' is larger than 40%. 

*1) the square root for the variance summation of the cross-section-induced 
uncertainty, the experimental uncertainty and the analytical modeling uncertainty. 

Number 
of Data   

643 
 
 

 
589 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

488 

Tried to avoid arbitrariness ! 



   	    	

(Cross-section-induced uncertainty)	

ZPPR experiment	 MONJU	

JOYO 
Mk-I	

BFS experiment	
LANL 

small core	

ZEBRA 
experiment	

±0.2%	 
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C/E Change by ADJ2010 Adjustment 
- Criticality -    	

n  The adjusted C/E values of criticality after adjustment are within ±0.2% Δk.	
n  The good performance is not only for Pu-fuel cores, but enriched-U fuel cores.	
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±10%	 

ZPPR experiment	

BFS experiment	ZEBRA 
experiment	

JOYO 
Mk-I	

MASURCA 
experiment	

C/E Change by ADJ2010 Adjustment 
- Na void reactivity - 

(Cross-section-induced uncertainty)	

n  The adjusted C/E values of Na void reactivity are mostly within ±10%.	
n  Some data of JOYO and ZEBRA might have been eliminated, though they seem to do  
       no harm to the whole adjusted results.	
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Covariance Change by ADJ2010 Adjustment 
- Pu-239 Capture vs. Fission - 

Pu-239 capture 

Pu-239 fission 

JENDL-4.0 

ADJ2010 

New correlation 
around +0.1 
appeared above 
resolved-resonance 
energy region.	

~ 10% 
increase  
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Integral Data contributing to Pu-239 Capture Change 
(* Data more than 0.2 %) 

n  Contribution: T’ - T0  =  MGt[GMGt+Ve+Vm]-1[Re-Rc(T0)].	
n  The physical interpretation is not so easy.	

Eliminated data form ADJ2010 adjustment.	

Some data increased the contribution as if they 
try to keep the total change of Pu-239 capture.	
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Use and impact of covariance data in . . . NUCLEAR DATA SHEETS K. Yokoyama and M. Ishikawa

II. THEORY

Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

T[GMG

T + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility”, “adjustment motive
force”, and “adjustment potential”, are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility”,
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it is
obvious that the vector of MG

T play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
T when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

T. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)

q
|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force”, hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as

(�T/T )i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,i/Re,i],

(4)

where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
k(�T/T )i,jk

kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,I/Re,I ],

(7)

where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.
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II. THEORY

Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

T[GMG

T + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility”, “adjustment motive
force”, and “adjustment potential”, are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility”,
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it is
obvious that the vector of MG

T play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
T when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

T. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)

q
|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force”, hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as

(�T/T )i,j = MjG
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(4)

where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
k(�T/T )i,jk

kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
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i,j+Vi]
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where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.
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Degree of Mobility 

Cross-section alteration:	

Mobility for reaction j:	

Square root of mobility:	

n  Mobility is a convolution of M with the flat sensitivity vector 
 à to be independent from any integral experiments 

n  Mobility takes into account the correlation factors 
n  Square root of mobility can be compared with the standard 

deviation due to similar measures	
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J = [1, 1, · · · , 1]t (8)
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II. THEORY

Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

t[GMG

t + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients, t: a transposed matrix,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility,” “adjustment motive
force,” and “adjustment potential,” are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility,”
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it
is obvious that the vector of MG

t play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
t when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

t. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)

q
|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force,” hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as

(�T/T )i,j = MjG
t
i,j [Gi,jMjG

t
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,i/Re,i],

(4)

where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
k(�T/T )i,jk

kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential,” hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
t
i,j [Gi,jMjG

t
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,I/Re,I ],

(7)

where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.
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where	

This matrix determines the mobility of cross sections. 
The correlation factors must be taken into account.	

1 – C/E	



To investigate the impacts by artificial modifications 
n Case 1: VAR x 0.5 
diagonal elements of all reactions are multiplied by 0.5 
n Case 2: COR x 0.5 
non-diagonal elements of all reactions are multiplied by 0.5 
n Case 3: No COR of Pu-239 capture 
non-diagonal elements of Pu-239 capture are set to 0.0 
n Case 4: COR x 0.0 (an extreme case) 
non-diagonal elements of all reactions are set to 0.0 
à All cases give effects of reducing nuclear data uncertainty 
     (uncertainty = degree of mobility for  adjustment) 	

15 

Parametric Survey for Impacts of Covariance 

Covariance = 	
COR	

1 
      1 
             1 
                    1 
                          1 

+



16 

Impacts on the C/E values after adjustment 
 - Criticality - 

n No significant impact on the C/E values of 
integral experiments after adjustment	

Case 1, 2, and 3 have no significant 
impacts on the C/E values	

The extreme one (Case 4) slightly affects, 
but does not change significantly	

±0.2%	 

16 



17 

Impacts on the C/E values after adjustment 
 - Na void reactivity - 

n No significant impact as well as criticality	

±10%	 



18 

Impact of Nuclear Data Covariance 
 on Cross-section Adjustment 

Square root of 
mobility 

(VAR + COR)	
Standard 
deviation 

(VAR)	

Case 3 affects 
the mobility 
significantly	

Case 3 affects also 
the cross-section alteration	

Case 1 and 2 
have similar effects 

 on the alteration 

Reference 
(ADJ2010) 

Reduced by √0.5 (= ~0.7) 

Case 4 is similar 
 to Case 3 
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II. THEORY

Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

T[GMG

T + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility”, “adjustment motive
force”, and “adjustment potential”, are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility”,
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it is
obvious that the vector of MG

T play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
T when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

T. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)

q
|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force”, hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as

(�T/T )i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,i/Re,i],

(4)

where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
k(�T/T )i,jk

kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,I/Re,I ],

(7)

where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.
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II. THEORY

Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

T[GMG

T + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility”, “adjustment motive
force”, and “adjustment potential”, are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility”,
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it is
obvious that the vector of MG

T play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
T when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

T. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)

q
|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force”, hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as

(�T/T )i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG
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i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,i/Re,i],

(4)

where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
k(�T/T )i,jk

kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,I/Re,I ],

(7)

where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.
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Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

T[GMG

T + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility”, “adjustment motive
force”, and “adjustment potential”, are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility”,
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it is
obvious that the vector of MG

T play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
T when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

T. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)
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|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force”, hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as
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where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
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kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,I/Re,I ],

(7)

where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.

2

where	

Motive force:	

Adjustment Motive Force 

n  Motive force is determined by reaction and integral experiment 
n  independent from a combination of integral experiments 

n  Motive force is a scalar value (averaged over all energy group) 
n  ±100% alterations for all energy group à motive force = ±1 
n  0 % alterations for all energy group à motive force = 0 

A special adjustment result, in which only one reaction, j, 
is adjusted by using only one integral experiment, i. 

1 – C/E	

J	
2G	

1G	

(ΔT/T)i,j 	

Fi,j	

1	

1	0	

θ	

Example of 2 energy-group case 	
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II. THEORY

Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

T[GMG

T + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility”, “adjustment motive
force”, and “adjustment potential”, are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility”,
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it is
obvious that the vector of MG

T play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
T when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

T. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)

q
|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force”, hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as

(�T/T )i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,i/Re,i],

(4)

where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
k(�T/T )i,jk

kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,I/Re,I ],

(7)

where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.
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According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG
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where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.

2

Adjustment Potential 

n  Motive force becomes null in two cases: 
n  Not sensitive to the integral experiment: G ~ 0.0  
  à There is no motive force 
n  Sensitive but not necessary to adjust the cross sections: G >> 0.0 and C/E ~ 1.0 
  à There is force that keeps the present values, or frictional force 

n  Therefore,  Potential is needed to distinguish the two cases. 
n  The amplitude of Potential is comparable with that of 

a different kind of integral experiments, such as  
criticality and Na void reactivity 

Potential is calculated as well as motive force by using 	

1 – C/E of  
the core parameter i	

Average of 1 – C/E 
over a set of  

core parameters 
related to i 

in place of 	



No.	 Motive force	 Integra experiments	

1	 +4.65	 BFS-66-1 control rod worth [Ring 1-4]	

2 – 8	 +4.40 -- +2.60	 ZPPR-18A control rod worths (including 7 cases)	

9	 +2.92	 ZPPR-10A criticality	

10	 +2.45	 ZPPR-9 criticality	

:	              :	

484, 485	 -0.98	 ZPPR-18A control rod worths (including 2 cases)	

486	 -0.99	 JOYO MK-I criticality (64 fuel S/As)	

487	 -1.06	 JEZEBEL criticality	

488	 -1.07	 JOYO MK-I criticality (70 fuel S/As)	
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Motive Forces for Pu-239 capture 

n  A lot of experiments have large positive motive forces 
n  Even if some of them are removed, the cross-section alteration 

of Pu-239 capture is not changed significantly 
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ADJ2010 
(488 data)	

n  Even if some of the integral experiments that have the 
largest motive forces are removed, the cross-section 
alteration is not changed significantly 

Cross-section Alteration of Pu-239 capture 

14 data removed 
(474 data)	

7 data removed 
(481 data)	
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Small Test Cases to Investigate Mechanisms 

ZPPR-9	 JEZEBEL 
keff	 C28/F49	 F28/F49	 keff	

Case 1-1	 X	

Case 1-2	 X	

Case 1-3	 X	

Case 2-1	 X	 X	

Case 3-1	 X	 X	 X	

Case 4-1	 X	 X	 X	 X	

Integral Experiments Used in Small Test Cases	

n  It is heuristically found that Case 3-1 reproduces well the 
cross-section alteration of Pu-239 capture of ADJ2010 

n  In spite of using only 3 data, compared with 488 data of 
ADJ2010 
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Cases 1-1, 1-2, 1-3	

Case 2-1	

Cases 3-1, 4-1	

ADJ2010	

+ JEZEBEL keff	

+ C28/F49	

+ F28/F49	

n  Not moved by using only ZPPR-9 keff (motive force = +2.45) 
n  Begin to move by a combination of integral experiments    

Cross-section Alteration of Pu-239 capture 

ZPPR-9 keff	
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Cross-section Alteration of Pu-239 (n, n) 

Cases 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 
           2-1, 3-1	

Case 4-1	

+ JEZEBEL keff	

ADJ2010	

n  Not moved by using the set of ZPPR-9 keff, C28/F49, and F28/F49 
n  Begin to move by adding JEZEBEL keff    



n  F: freely adjustable 
If only one integral experiment has a large motive force for a 
reaction, the cross section of the reaction is “freely adjustable” 
and altered. 

 
n  C: conflict 

If more than two motive forces with large potentials have 
opposite signs, it is considered as a “conflict”.  In this case, the 
cross section of the reaction is not significantly adjusted.  Then, 
the other “freely adjustable” cross sections are altered. 
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Assumption of Two Situations for Motive Forces 

+ 0 +	 = 0	

i = 1       2       3	

+ 0 + 0	=	

i = 1       2       3	 C
ro

ss
 se

ct
io

n	

Energy	

C
ro

ss
 se

ct
io

n	

Energy	

Reaction j = 2	Reaction j = 1	

Conflict	 Adjustable	

Reaction j	 + 0 + 0	=	

i = 1       2       3 
Integral experiments	

C
ro

ss
 se

ct
io

n	

Energy	

Adjustable	



ZPPR-9	 JEZEBEL	

keff	 C28/F49	 F28/F49	 keff	

Pu-239 capture	
+2.45 
(-1.84)	 ↑	

+0.28 
(-0.15)	 0	

+0.34 
(+0.37)	 0	

-1.06 
(-0.94)	 ↓ 

Pu-239 fission	
-0.24 

(+0.18)	 ↓ +0.18 
(-0.10)	 ↑ -0.07 

(-0.07)	 0	
+0.07 

(+0.06)	 0	

Pu-239 χ	 +2.26 
(-1.70)	 ↑	

-1.20 
(+0.66)	 ↓ -2.83 

(-3.07)	 ↓ -1.98 
(-1.77)	 ↓ 

Pu-239 (n, n)	 -0.12 
(+0.09)	 0	

-0.01 
(+0.00)	 0	

-0.00 
(-0.01)	 0	

+0.57 
(+0.51)	 ↑	

U-238 capture	
+0.55 

(+1.20)	 ↑	
-1.04 

(+0.579	 ↓ +0.21 
(+0.23)	 ↑	

-0.00 
(-0.00)	 0	

U-238 fission	
-1.59 

(+1.20)	 ↓ +0.02 
(-0.01)	 0	

+0.62 
(+0.67)	 ↑	

+0.00 
(+0.00)	 0	

U-238 (n, n’)	 +0.57 
(-0.43)	 ↑	

-1.13 
(+0.62)	 ↓ -0.39 

(-0.43)	 ↑	
+0.00 

(+0.00)	 0	
27 

Motive Forces & Potentials for Integral 
Experiments used for Small Test Cases 
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Case	 1-1	 1-2	 1-3	 2-1	 3-1	 4-1	

Integral 
experiments 

used for 
adjustment	

Z9-keff 
	

C28/F49 
	

F28/F49	 Z9-keff 
C28/F49	

Z9-keff 
C28/F49 
F28/F49	

Z9-keff 
C28/F49 
F28/F49 
JZ-keff	

Pu-239 capture	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 C	

Pu-238 fission	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	 C	

Pu-239 χ	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	 C	

Pu-239 (n, n)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 F	

U-238 capture	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	 C	

U-238 fission	 F	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	

U-238 (n, n’)	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	 C	

Summary of “Conflict” and “Freely Adjustable” 

•  Case 2-1: Pu-239 capture begins to move 
•  Case 3-1: Pu-239 capture moves more 
•  Case 4-1: Conflict but Pu-239 (n, n) begins to move	
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Concluding Remarks 

n  Based on JENDL-4.0, an adjusted library, ADJ2010, with 70-group structure 
for fast reactor analysis was released in July 2012.  The number of integral 
experiments used for the adjustment is finally 488, including various facilities 
such as ZPPR, ZEBRA, JOYO, MONJU, BFS, SEFOR and Los Alamos.   

 
       à The performance of ADJ2010 is quite excellent for both Pu-fueled and 

enriched uranium-fueled cores from small through large core-sizes, such as the 
C/E values of criticality within ±0.2%dk and those of sodium void reactivity 
within 10%. 

 
n  Discussion about the cross-section adjustment results show the followings: 

(1)   The cross-section alterations are determined by the combination of the 
nuclear data covariance and the set of integral experiments.  In addition, 
the mechanisms are explainable in terms of conflicts of the motive forces. 

(2)   The nuclear data covariance is very important to determine the motive 
forces.  In addition, the correlation factors are very important as well as the 
standard deviations. 

 



Appendix	
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Covariance of Pu-239 capture 
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Mobility and Cross-section Adjustment 
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Impact of Nuclear Data Covariance 
 on Cross-section Adjustment 

Case 2	

Case 1	

Case 2	

Case 1	

Pu-239 fission	

U-235 (n, n)	
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Cross-section Alteration of Pu-239 mu-average 
for Small Test Cases 
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Cross-section Alteration of U-238 fission 
for Small Test Cases 



  1   4.65 (BFS-66-1, CR1_4)!
  2   4.40 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% D+d))!
  3   4.24 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% C+c))!

  4   3.82 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% E+e))!
  5   3.57 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% B+b))!
  6   3.08 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% F+f))!
  7   2.96 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% A))!
  8   2.92 (ZPPR-10A, KEFF)!
  9   2.60 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% G+g))!

 10   2.45 (ZPPR-9, KEFF)!
 11   2.29 (ZPPR-19B, C28(OCM/ICC,CC) X-direction)!
 12   2.14 (ZPPR-18A, KEFF)!
 13   1.97 (ZPPR-19B, C28(ICE/ICC,CC) X-direction)!
 14   1.74 (ZPPR-19B, KEFF)!
 15   1.73 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% 1-6))!

 16   1.53 (ZPPR-19B, F25(OCM/ICC,CC) X-direction)!
 17   1.48 (ZPPR-18A, CR ( 50% Pu-sector))!
 18   1.27 (ZPPR-19B, F25(ICE/ICC,CC) X-direction)!
 19   1.14 (ZPPR-18C, F28/F25(OC-ave., 0deg,5cm) CRP)!
 20   1.03 (ZPPR-18C, F28/F25(OC-ave., 0deg,5cm) CR-)!
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Top 20 integral experiments that have  
large motive forces for Pu-239 capture 
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Experimental Error Matrix for ADJ2010 (1/2) 

Example:  Sodium Void Reactivity Measurement in ZPPR-9 
Table 2.12 Summary of Uncertainties in the Zone Sodium Void Measurement in ZPPR-9 

 

Source of Uncertainty 
Uncertainty 

cents 
% of measured 

reactivity* 

Measurement 
technique 

MSM 
method 

Rod 
drop 

method 

Counting 
statistics 

 
+/-(0.2)** 

iλ and ββ i   +/-1.0 

12

21

ε
ε
⋅

⋅

R
R   

+/-0.2 

2,

1,

eff

eff

β
β  negligible 

1,

2,

eff

eff

S
S   

+/-0.5 

Adjustment 
Interface gap +/-0.03  
Temperature +/-0.27  

Pu decay +/-0.0015  

Geometry 
Interface gap (included 

in adjustment of 
measurement technique) 

 -- 

Composition 

Assumed  
deviation of 

material 
mass 

Pu mass 

 

Depend on 
measured void 

zones (see 
Table 2.10(1)) 

U mass 
Stainless steel weight 

Sodium mass 
O mass 
C mass 

239Pu isotope ratio 
235U isotope ratio 

Removed sodium mass  +/-1.0 
Difference of stainless steel weight 

between the sodium-filled plates and the 
empty plates 

 +/-0.16 

*: Every value in this column depends on the individual measurement case and is a relative 
uncertainty. 

**: generalized uncertainty, refer the actual uncertainties presented in Table 1.13 and Table 1.14) 

Common error Independent error

0.2 % for Step3 and Step5

1.0 % for Step3 and Step5

0.2 % for both step

0.0 % for both step

0.5 % for both step

Step3: 0.10 %,  Step5:  0.09 %

0.9 % for both step

0.00 % for both step

--

Step3: 0.72 %, Step5: 0.67 %

1.0 % for both step

0.16 % for both step

(Sub total - Common)
Step3: 1.24 %,  Step5: 1.21 %

(Sub total - Independent)
Step3: 1.46 %,  Step5: 1.46 %

(Total error)
Step3: 1.92 %, Step5: 1.90 %

41.0
)5()3(

),5(),3(
)53( =

×

×
=
∑

StepStep

iStepiStep
StepandStepbetween

TotalTotal

i
CommonCommon

σσ

σσ
ρ
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Experimental Error Matrix for ADJ2010 (2/2) 

A part of 488 ×488 full matrix:  ZPPR-9 & -10A 

ZPPR-9:      600 MWe-class clean core and, 
ZPPR-10A:  600           "       engineering core with control rod positions (CRP).	

See the preceding slide.	
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Analytical Modeling Error Matrix for ADJ2010 
(1/2) 

Example:  Criticality between ZPPR-10A and -10C 

Experiment 

Analytical Item

Keff of ZPPR-10A  (: A)
(600 MWe-class FBR)

Keff of ZPPR-10C  (: B)
(800 MWe-class FBR)

Value
(Ref.6)

Common
Error

Independent 
Error

Value
(Ref.7) Common Independent 

Error

keff by basic method 0.9913 0.9916

Correction
by detailed 

model

(unit: pcm)

Transport theory +530 ± 129 ± 93 +430 ± 129 0

Mesh-size effect -130 ± 33 ± 21 -110 ± 33 0

Ultra-fine 
energy effect +150 ± 42 ± 16 +140 ± 42 0

Multi-drawer 
effect +40 ± 12 0 +40 ± 12 0

Cell-asymmetry
effect -60 ± 15 ± 10 -50 ± 15 0

Total 0.9966
± 141 ± 97

0.9961
± 141 0

± 171 pcm ± 141 pcm

multiplied by 0.3

assumed as common

82.0
)10()10(

)10()10(
)1010( =

−×−

−×−
=−−
∑

CZPPRAZPPR

CZPPRAZPPR
CZPPRandAZPPRbetween

TotalTotal

i
CommonCommon

σσ

σσ
ρ

A value of 0.5 was 
finally applied in 
ADJ2010 due to the 
chi-square value.	

The criticality was evaluated by 
MC calculation in ADJ2010. 	

Energy

Sensitivity to 
Transport Correction

For JOYO

For ZPPR-9

"Common" part between ZPPR-9 & JOYO

"Independent" part between ZPPR-9 & JOYO

 (*When Monte Carlo method is applied for analysis, the STD is set  
     as twice of  MC statistical errors with no correlations.) 



Analytical Modeling Error Matrix for ADJ2010 
(2/2) 
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A part of 488 ×488 full matrix:  ZEBRA 

Both are axial blanket voiding cases.	

MZA:  core volume is 550 liters, while, 
MZB:             "          1,800 liters.	



   	

±4%	 

   	

ZPPR experiment	

BFS experiment	
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C/E Change by ADJ2010 Adjustment 
- Ratio of U-238 fission reaction rate to F49 or F25 - 

n  The adjusted C/E values of F28/F49 or F28/F25 after adjusted are mostly within ±4%.	
n  The effect of adjustment is especially notable.	

(Cross-section-induced uncertainty)	

Next slide.	
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Contribution to C/E Change (ZPPR vs. BFS) 
- Ratio of U-238 fission reaction rate to F49 or F25 - 

n  The common isotopes and reactions contribute similarly.	
n  The difference of C/E changes between ZPPR and BFS majorly comes from fission 

spectrum.	
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Integral Data contributing to   
Pu-239 Capture Change 

(* Data more than 0.2 %) 

n   T’ - T0  =  MGt[GMGt+Ve+Vm]-1[Re-Rc(T0)].	
n  The physical interpretation is not yet revealed.	
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Covariance Change by ADJ2010 Adjustment 
- Pu-239 Fission Spectrum - 

Pu-239 fission 

JENDL-4.0 

ADJ2010 

n  The neutron spectrum of Pu-fueled cores turns harder.	
n  The correlation is largely changed in high-energy region.	
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     ADJ2010 is a 70-group adjusted library based on JENDL-4.0,  
where 488 integral experimental data from 8 facilities (ZPPR, 
ZEBRA, JOYO, MONJU, BFS, MASURCA, SEFOR and Los 
Alamos) were used for the adjustment. 
 
     Here, the major alteration of nuclear data by the adjustment 
is summarized for 5 nuclides (Pu-239, U-238, U-235, Fe-56 and  
Na-23), and compared with ENDF/B-VII.1 and JEFF-3.1.2.   
 
     Finally, we try to make some recommendations to nuclear-
data evaluators, though it is not mature. 
 
     A thick report of ADJ2010 is available from the URL below 
with the huge numerical results in digital files.   
 
 http://jolissrch-inter.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp/search/servlet/search?5035118&language=1 2 

Introduction 



Pu-239	

3 
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Pu-239 

 Capture 

n  ADJ2010 increases Pu-239 capture cross-section over 3keV by 7 to 9%.  This large 
alteration is at the variance bound of JENDL-4, but agrees with NEITHER of the 
three major libraries.  The increase is determined by a combination of integral 
experiments.  -> next slides. 

n  Present measured data are quite old before 1976.  New DANCE data will be 
published soon.	
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Small Test Cases to Investigate Mechanisms 

ZPPR-9	 JEZEBEL 
keff	 C28/F49	 F28/F49	 keff	

Case 1-1	 X	

Case 1-2	 X	

Case 1-3	 X	

Case 2-1	 X	 X	

Case 3-1	 X	 X	 X	

Case 4-1	 X	 X	 X	 X	

Integral Experiments Used in Small Test Cases	

n  It is heuristically found that Case 3-1 reproduces well the 
cross-section alteration of Pu-239 capture of ADJ2010 

n  In spite of using only 3 data, compared with 488 data of 
ADJ2010 
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Cases 1-1, 1-2, 1-3	

Case 2-1	

Cases 3-1, 4-1	

ADJ2010	

+ JEZEBEL keff	

+ C28/F49	

+ F28/F49	

n  Not moved by using only ZPPR-9 keff (motive force = +2.45) 
n  Begin to move by a combination of integral experiments    

Cross-section Alteration of Pu-239 capture 

ZPPR-9 keff	
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Case	 1-1	 1-2	 1-3	 2-1	 3-1	 4-1	

Integral 
experiments 

used for 
adjustment	

Z9-keff 
	

C28/F49 
	

F28/F49	 Z9-keff 
C28/F49	

Z9-keff 
C28/F49 
F28/F49	

Z9-keff 
C28/F49 
F28/F49 
JZ-keff	

Pu-239 capture	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 C	

Pu-238 fission	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	 C	

Pu-239 χ	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	 C	

Pu-239 (n, n)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 F	

U-238 capture	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	 C	

U-238 fission	 F	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	

U-238 (n, n’)	 F	 F	 F	 C	 C	 C	

Summary of “Conflict” and “Freely Adjustable” 

•  Case 2-1: Pu-239 capture begins to move 
•  Case 3-1: Pu-239 capture moves more 
•  Case 4-1: Conflict but Pu-239 (n, n) begins to move	
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Pu-239 

 Fission 

n  ADJ2010 decreases Pu-239 fission cross-section by approximately 0.5%.	
n  ENDF and JEFF seem to be consistent with JENDL-4.0 or ADJ2010 in average, 

but there are large fluctuations exceeding the variance.  It may be better to 
consult nuclear data people about the reason.	
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Pu-239 

 Elastic scattering 

n  ADJ2010 increases Pu-239 elastic-scattering cross-section by 2% at the maximum.  

This alteration is within the variance of JENDL-4.	
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Pu-239 

 Fission spectrum 

n  ADJ2010 hardened Pu-239 fission spectrum by 4% at the maximum.   
n  This large alteration is within the variance of JENDL-4, but agrees with NEITHER 

of the three major libraries.   
n  Current covariance fixes the peak value of spectrum at 2MeV.	



n  ADJ2010 increases Pu-239 inelastic scattering cross-section by 10% at the maximum.  
This alteration is within the variance of JENDL-4. 

n  Increase of inelastic scattering compensates the effect of the Pu-239 fission spectrum 
hardening on Na void reactivity, but the mechanism of increase is NOT known. 11 

Pu-239 

 Inelastic scattering 
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Pu-239 

 Nu 

n  ADJ2010 decreases prompt neutron number from Pu-239 fission by 0.2%.  This 
small decrease is consistent with the 0.2%dk overestimation of JENDL-4 for large 
Pu-fueled cores. 

n  The difference between JENDL-4.0 and ENDF/JEFF shows strange wave-shape.	
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U-238	
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U-238 

 Capture 

n  ADJ2010 changes U-238 capture cross-section between +2 and -2%.  This 
small alteration is within the variance of JENDL-4, and agrees with the three 
major libraries.	
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U-238 

 Inelastic scattering 

n  ADJ2010 slightly decreases Pu-239 inelastic-scattering cross-section between 
0 and 5% over 1MeV.  This alteration is within the variance of JENDL-4. 

n  This decrease of inelastic-scattering is the opposite direction to correct the 
overestimation of Na void reactivity for Pu-fueled cores with JENDL-4.0. 
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U-238 

 Mu-ave. 

n  ADJ2010 decreases U-238 mu-ave. by 8% at maximum.  The effect of this 
alteration to adjusted C/Es are NOT clear. 

n  The evaluation of mu-ave. does NOT seem converged at all.  Expect to be 
improved by SG35.	
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U-235	
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U-235 

 Capture 

n  ADJ2010 slightly changed U-235 capture cross-section only around 1 keV.  
This little alteration is consistent with CIELO evaluation, which is similar 
with JENDL-4.0.	
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U-235 

 Fission 

n  No comments for ADJ2010.  
n  Even this major cross-section has quite large difference among libraries in 

high energy region, since it is not related to thermal reactors, maybe.	
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Fe-56	
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Fe-56 

 Elastic scattering 

n  No comments for ADJ2010.  
n  Three libraries are rather similar, but re-evaluation is underway in CIELO, 

using new measured data.	
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Na-23	
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Na-23 

 Elastic scattering 

n  ADJ2010 increases Na-23 elastic-scattering cross-section between 2 and 8%.  
This alteration is within the variance of JENDL-4. 

n   ENDF largely differs from JENDL and JEFF, since it is newer evaluation.  The 
covariance of JENDL and COMMARA is consistent with this fact.  -> next slide.	
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SG33 Final Report  

Chap.3  Covariance 
(Feb.20, 2013) 
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Na-23 

 Inelastic scattering 

n  ADJ2010 largely decreases Na-23 inelastic-scattering cross-section between 5 and 
20% over 1MeV.  This alteration is at the variance bound of JENDL-4. 

n  Na-23 inelastic-scattering has a similar sensitivity profile with total (elastic-
scattering). 

n  This decrease of inelastic-scattering is consistent with the overestimation of Na void 
reactivity for ZPPR, and underestimation for BFS (negative reactivity).  -> next slide. 
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Inelastic scattering 

Na-23 
U-238 

Sensitivity  
for  

ZPPR-10A  
Na Void Reactivity 



Concluding Remarks  
1.  From ADJ2010 adjustment, we may recommend the followings to nuclear 

data evaluators:   <These have high sensitivity to good integral data.> 
Ø   Pu-239 capture --> Increase over 3keV by 7 to 9%. 

Ø The increase is determined by a combination of integral experiments. 
Ø The adjustment mechanism is complicated but explainable. 

Ø   Pu-239 fission --> Keep current data within 0.5% in average. 
Ø   Pu-239 nu --> Keep current data within 0.2% in average. 
Ø   U-238 capture  --> Keep current data within 2%. 
Ø   U-235 capture --> Follow JENDL-4.0 within its variance. 

         
2.  Although large alteration is observed, we cannot make comments: 

u   Pu-239 fission spectrum and Na-23 inelastic --> should study more as 
one combined set including U-238 inelastic and Pu-239 inelastic.  

                                                                            <compensation problem exists.> 
u   U-238 mu-ave. --> Need to be converged among the major libraries. 
u   U-235 fission --> Current fast-region integral database is not sufficient. 
u   Fe-56 elastic scattering and Na-23 elastic --> Should be improved in 

CIELO project. 
27 
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n  Based on the Bayes theorem, i.e., the conditional probability estimation method 
　　→　To maximize the posterior probability that a cross-section set, T, is true, under 

the condition that the information of integral experiment, Re, is obtained. 
　　　　　J(T) = (T-T0)tM-1(T-T0) + [Re-Rc(T)]t[Ve+Vm]-1[Re-Rc(T)] 
       Minimize the function J(T).　→　dJ(T)/dT = 0 

n  The adjusted cross-section set T’, and its uncertainty (covariance), M’ 
　　　　　T’  = T0 + MGt[GMGt+Ve+Vm]-1[Re-Rc(T0)] 
　　　　　M’ = M - MGt[GMGt+Ve+Vm]-1GM 

n  Prediction error induced by the cross-section errors 
　　　　　　　Before adjustment： GMGt　　　　　　After adjustment： GM’Gt 

Where,  T0 :　Cross-section set before adjustment　　    Ve : Experimental errors of integral experiments 
　　　　　 M :　Covariance before adjustment　　　　        Vm :　Analytical modeling errors of integral 

experiments 
　　　　　 Re :　Measured values of integral experiments　  G :　Sensitivity coefficients, (dR/R)/(dσ/σ) 
　　　　　 Rc :　Analytical values of integral experiments 

Appendix: Theory of Cross-section Adjustment 
※ J.B.Dragt, et al.: “Methods of Adjustment and Error Evaluation of Neutron Capture 
Cross Sections; Application to Fission Product Nuclides,” NSE 62, pp.117-129, 1977	 

ü If  GMGt<< Ve+Vm,  T’≒T0 and GM’Gt≒GMGt 

ü If  GMGt>>Ve+Vm,  GM’Gt≒Ve+Vm 

ü If  GMGt≒Ve+Vm,   GM’Gt≒1/2×GMGt 

(Algebra)	
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Use and impact of covariance data in . . . NUCLEAR DATA SHEETS K. Yokoyama and M. Ishikawa

II. THEORY

Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

T[GMG

T + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility”, “adjustment motive
force”, and “adjustment potential”, are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility”,
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it is
obvious that the vector of MG

T play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
T when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

T. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)

q
|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force”, hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as

(�T/T )i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,i/Re,i],

(4)

where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
k(�T/T )i,jk

kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,I/Re,I ],

(7)

where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.
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2

where	

Motive force:	

Adjustment Motive Force 

n  Motive force is determined by reaction and integral experiment 
n  independent from a combination of integral experiments 

n  Motive force is a scalar value (averaged over all energy group) 
n  ±100% alterations for all energy group à motive force = ±1 
n  0 % alterations for all energy group à motive force = 0 

A special adjustment result, in which only one reaction, j, 
is adjusted by using only one integral experiment, i. 

1 – C/E	

J	
2G	

1G	

(ΔT/T)i,j 	

Fi,j	

1	

1	0	

θ	

Example of 2 energy-group case 	
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II. THEORY

Based on the cross-section adjustment theory, the rel-
ative alteration of cross section �T/T is written as

�T/T = MG

T[GMG

T + V ]�1[J �Rc/Re], (1)

where

M : cross-section covariance,
G: sensitivity coe�cients,
V : experiment and analysis method uncertainty matrix,
J : vector of which all elements are unity,
Re: a set of integral experimental data, and
Rc: a set of calculation values of integral experiments us-

ing a priori cross-section set.

It should be noted that M , G, and V are also defined as
relative values. According to this formula, three kinds of
indices, called “degree of mobility”, “adjustment motive
force”, and “adjustment potential”, are proposed in the
followings.

A. Degree of Mobility

Firstly, to discuss an impact of nuclear data covariance
on the cross-section adjustment, the “degree of mobility”,
hereinafter just called mobility, is proposed. In general,
a standard deviation (SD) of cross section for a nuclear
reaction, i.e., the diagonal element ofM is widely used for
this purpose. However, a correlation factor, i.e., the non-
diagonal element of M , is absolutely necessary to discuss
the result of cross-section adjustment. From Eq. (1), it is
obvious that the vector of MG

T play an important role
in the cross-section adjustment from the view point of
nuclear data. Therefore, themobilityDj for cross sections
or nuclear parameters of the reaction j is defined as

Dj = MjJ, (2)

where the subscript j stands for a sub-matrix related to
the corresponding reaction.

The mobility corresponds to MjG
T when assuming a

flat sensitivity coe�cient vector as G

T. It is considered
as a convolution of nuclear data covariance to make it
independent from any integral experiments. In an actual
application of the mobility, it is necessary to define a
target energy region because the mobility depends on the
energy region in which the covariance data are defined.
In the present paper, a energy region between 500eV to
5MeV is adopted in terms of fast reactor applications.

In addition, it is noteworthy that the non-diagonal ele-
ments include negative values. Therefore, for comparing
with the standard deviation, a square root of the mobility

is defined as
p
Dj ⌘ sgn(MjJ)

q
|MjJ |, (3)

where sgn(x) = x/|x| for x 6= 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
In the case that all non-diagonal elements are null, the
above definition is equivalent to the standard deviation.

B. Adjustment Motive Force

Secondly, to investigate the mechanisms of cross-
section adjustment results, the “adjustment motive
force”, hereinafter just called motive force, is introduced.
To define the motive force, we use a special cross-section
adjustment result, in which only one nuclear reaction j

is adjusted by using only one integral experiment i. In
other words, the special adjustment result is denoted as

(�T/T )i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,i/Re,i],

(4)

where the subscript i and j means a sub-matrix specified
by the integral experiment i and the nuclear reaction j.
By using the special adjustment result (�T/T )i,j , the
motive force Fi,j is defined as

Fi,j =
k(�T/T )i,jk

kJk cos ✓, (5)

where k · k means the Euclidean norm and ✓ is the angle
between (�T/T )i,j and J , which is defined as

cos ✓ =
(�T/T )i,j · J

k(�T/T )i,jk kJk . (6)

According to the above definition, the motive force be-
comes ± 1 in the case where cross sections of all energy
groups are adjusted by ± 100%, i.e., (�T/T )i,j = ±J ,
and becomes null in the case where no adjustment is oc-
curred. The motive force thus stands for an average value
of the cross-section alterations over all energy groups.

C. Adjustment Potential

Thirdly, the “adjustment potential”, hereinafter just
called potential, is introduced. As for the motive force,
we should notice that an amplitude of the motive force

becomes null in two cases where the integral experiment
has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
value of the integral experiment is equal to unity. There-
fore, the potential is necessary to distinguish the two
cases. The potential is calculated with Eq. (4) by using
the following (�T/T )0i,j in place of (�T/T )i,j :

(�T/T )0i,j = MjG
T
i,j [Gi,jMjG

T
i,j+Vi]

�1[J�Rc,I/Re,I ],

(7)

where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.
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has no sensitivity with respect to the corresponding reac-
tion and/or where the calculation over experiment (C/E)
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where Re,I and Rc,I are arithmetic means of experiment
values and calculation values, respectively, over a set of
core parameters I, which is related to the core parameters
i. For instance, one may define I as a set of criticality
experiments of ZPPR core series when the criticality of
ZPPR-9 is taken as i. In this manner, it is possible to
distinguish the two cases mentioned before. In addition,
the amplitude of the potential becomes comparable with
that of a di↵erent kind of integral experiments.

2

Adjustment Potential 

n  Motive force becomes null in two cases: 
n  Not sensitive to the integral experiment: G ~ 0.0  
  à There is no motive force 
n  Sensitive but not necessary to adjust the cross sections: G >> 0.0 and C/E ~ 1.0 
  à There is force that keeps the present values, or frictional force 

n  Therefore,  Potential is needed to distinguish the two cases. 
n  The amplitude of Potential is comparable with that of 

a different kind of integral experiments, such as  
criticality and Na void reactivity 

Potential is calculated as well as motive force by using 	

1 – C/E of  
the core parameter i	

Average of 1 – C/E 
over a set of  

core parameters 
related to i 

in place of 	



No.	 Motive force	 Integra experiments	

1	 +4.65	 BFS-66-1 control rod worth [Ring 1-4]	

2 – 8	 +4.40 -- +2.60	 ZPPR-18A control rod worths (including 7 cases)	

9	 +2.92	 ZPPR-10A criticality	

10	 +2.45	 ZPPR-9 criticality	

:	              :	

484, 485	 -0.98	 ZPPR-18A control rod worths (including 2 cases)	

486	 -0.99	 JOYO MK-I criticality (64 fuel S/As)	

487	 -1.06	 JEZEBEL criticality	

488	 -1.07	 JOYO MK-I criticality (70 fuel S/As)	
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Motive Forces for Pu-239 capture 

n  A lot of experiments have large positive motive forces 
n  Even if some of them are removed, the cross-section alteration 

of Pu-239 capture is not changed significantly 



n  F: freely adjustable 
If only one integral experiment has a large motive force for a 
reaction, the cross section of the reaction is “freely adjustable” 
and altered. 

 
n  C: conflict 

If more than two motive forces with large potentials have 
opposite signs, it is considered as a “conflict”.  In this case, the 
cross section of the reaction is not significantly adjusted.  Then, 
the other “freely adjustable” cross sections are altered. 
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Assumption of Two Situations for Motive Forces 
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ZPPR-9	 JEZEBEL	

keff	 C28/F49	 F28/F49	 keff	

Pu-239 capture	
+2.45 
(-1.84)	 ↑	

+0.28 
(-0.15)	 0	

+0.34 
(+0.37)	 0	

-1.06 
(-0.94)	 ↓ 

Pu-239 fission	
-0.24 

(+0.18)	 ↓ +0.18 
(-0.10)	 ↑ -0.07 

(-0.07)	 0	
+0.07 

(+0.06)	 0	

Pu-239 χ	 +2.26 
(-1.70)	 ↑	

-1.20 
(+0.66)	 ↓ -2.83 

(-3.07)	 ↓ -1.98 
(-1.77)	 ↓ 

Pu-239 (n, n)	 -0.12 
(+0.09)	 0	

-0.01 
(+0.00)	 0	

-0.00 
(-0.01)	 0	

+0.57 
(+0.51)	 ↑	

U-238 capture	
+0.55 

(+1.20)	 ↑	
-1.04 

(+0.579	 ↓ +0.21 
(+0.23)	 ↑	

-0.00 
(-0.00)	 0	

U-238 fission	
-1.59 

(+1.20)	 ↓ +0.02 
(-0.01)	 0	

+0.62 
(+0.67)	 ↑	

+0.00 
(+0.00)	 0	

U-238 (n, n’)	 +0.57 
(-0.43)	 ↑	

-1.13 
(+0.62)	 ↓ -0.39 

(-0.43)	 ↑	
+0.00 

(+0.00)	 0	
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Motive Forces & Potentials for Integral 
Experiments used for Small Test Cases 
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Cross-section Alteration of Pu-239 (n, n) 

Cases 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 
           2-1, 3-1	

Case 4-1	

+ JEZEBEL keff	

ADJ2010	

n  Not moved by using the set of ZPPR-9 keff, C28/F49, and F28/F49 
n  Begin to move by adding JEZEBEL keff    
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Covariances Matrices 

methodologies: 

Cross Section 

“knowledge”,  

Evaluations and 

Integral Contraints 
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Experimentalist 

 
Knowledge of cross section         finest microscopic 
experiments and smartest integral experiments; 
 
Calibration; Systematical uncertainties…  
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Theoretician 

 
Knowledge of cross section         knowledge of models 
parameters and/or nuclear reaction models (resonance 
parameters, optical models, fission barrier, average 
width, ...) ; 
  
Systematics; Model defects 

CROSS SECTIONS “KNOWLEDGE” & EVALUATION 
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Issues: 

Systematic experimental uncertainties  

Phenomenological Nuclear reaction model theories & Parameters 

Integral experiment assimilation  

Microscopic and 

Integral 

Experiments 

Theoretical 

background 

Models + 

Parameters 

Cross sections 

knowledge and 

uncertainties 

Bayes 

CROSS SECTIONS “KNOWLEDGE” & EVALUATION 



Bayesian inference (probability density): 

Formulation: 

Estimation of the first two moments  

of the a posteriori distribution 
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New 
measurements 

Model 
parameters 

a priori 

information 
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EVALUATIONS AND UNCERTAINTIES 

GENERAL MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK 
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Estimation of a cost function 

(Generalized Chi-square) 

 

 

 

 

 

Bayesian inference (probability density): 
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Estimation 1st  two moments of                                

      with Monte-Carlo 

 

Sample of    

 

For each   

calculation of Likelihood  
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Maximum Entropy Principle 

Laplace approximation 

(Sammy, Refit, Conrad, SOK…) 

Monte-Carlo 

(UMC, Forward-Backward…) 

EVALUATIONS AND UNCERTAINTIES 

GENERAL MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK 



Bayesian inference (probability density): 
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Description of     and      : 

Resonance range: 

- R-Matrix (resonance parameters)  

- Average models (average resonance parameters) 

Continuum:  

- Optical models (potentials parameters), 

- Fission (barrier penetrabilities models)… 

- Level densities… 

Multigroup  

- Cross sections   

- Spectra, nu-bar 

 

Description of       

Microscopic experiments (transmission, capture yields, fission …) 

Integral experiments dedicated to nuclear data (ICSBEP…) 

 

Description of  

To simulate experiments:  

-    need of a functional  link between models and measurements 

-     Experimental parameters  systematic uncertainties 

- Data reduction description  from counts to   
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  Integral Exp.  
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x
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APOLLO2/CRONOS2, ERANOS/PARIS,  
APOLLO3, MCNP, Tripoli-4 

ND Treatment 

x


Data Assimilation framework for evaluation using integral experiments 

 ',,, RaEx ca 


 aca SDRax ,,,, 0




 ,...,,,,2 WVdax cc


Sammy, 
Refit, 
TALYS… 

ASSIMILATION OF INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS 
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Validation and/or  
Data Assimilation 

 

BIASES

,...,',,,



 OMPRaEx ca 


ASSIMILATION OF INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS 

TRENDS 

... , and 



 g

r

gand/or  

“Public” Integral Experiments  

Mini-Inca (ILL) 

ICSBEP / IRPHe 

… 

Additional Integral Experiments  

Irradiation Exp. 

PROFIL/MANTRA 

Oscillation Exp. 

MINERVE/DIMPLE 

… 

 High Precision (Oscillation : 1-3% ; PROFIL : ~2%) 

 Flexibility in terms of neutronic spectrum  

Deconvolution of energy domain 

Used as validation for evaluation C/E ~1 

Using benchmark in relative to focus on some reaction : 238U (n,n’)  

Take care of experimental correlation between ICSBEP series 



 

 

 

 
Best Knowledge coming from  

Microscopic Measurements  

Nuclear Reaction Models 

“Public” Integral Experiments  

Mini-Inca (ILL)  

ICSBEP 

… 

Additional Integral Experiments  

Minerve 

PROFIL 

… 

Breakthrough 

Covariances [0eV;20MeV] 

Evaluation methodologies 

Understanding of discrepancies 

Covariance methodologies 

Reduction of Uncertainties 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 

                                

COVARIANCE MATRICES METHODOLOGIES 



Covariances Matrices 

evaluation  

on 239Pu 

Determination of  

 

 

Matrices 
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Resolved Resonance Range (SG34 and JEFF-3.2)   

Final uncertainties dominated by normalization accuracy introduced in the Marginalization 

procedure (0.5-3% for the fission cross section and 4-9% for the capture cross section)  
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              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (MICROSCOPIC KNOWLEDGE) 

@ G. Noguère (CEA)    /     L. Leal (ORNL) 



 

Covariances in the continuum (COMAC-V0.1) 

 

Construction of an a-priori based on JEFF-3.2 cross sections 

Systematic uncertainties on fission and capture XS, based on “International Evaluation of 

Neutron Cross Section Standards” by Carlson et al. (CRP Report) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Same conclusions : a few % of uncertainties with high correlations 
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              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (MICROSCOPIC KNOWLEDGE) 



 
Covariances on Nuclear model parameters and related Cross sections 
 
High influence of systematic uncertainties  

  
  High and long range correlations 
  Uncertainties around  0.5-10 %  (239Pu Capture high even in thermal range) 
 

RRR/URR/OM treated separately  
 
  Importance of cross-correlations between reactions / energy ranges 
 

 
 

 
 
Short term  Add integral information + Additional energy ranges constraints 
 
Long term  New microscopic/integral experiments even for well-known isotopes 
(Normalization/background issues, URR, angular distributions, …)  
 
Long term  More microscopic ingredients (less “free” parameters) 
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Still important uncertainties 

Needs for integral constraints 

              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (MICROSCOPIC KNOWLEDGE) 



 
JEZEBEL  define a consistent benchmark 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Only Cross sections and related model parameters  
B. Investigate results 
C. Add other nuclear data (PFNS, nu, etc…) 
D. Propagate to a Fast Reactor 
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+ 

Covariances  

 ,... , FissionOMPx 


 

Integral Data  

Assimilation 

on Parameters 

 

 

Multigroup 

covariances 

(COMAC) 

 

 

Integral Data  

Assimilation 

on Multigroup XS 

 

 

Calculate  

With Tripoli4  

(Monte-Carlo) 

 

 

Calculate  

With ERANOS/PARIS 

(+Sensitivities) 

 

1 

2 

              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (PUBLIC INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS) 
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“Public” Integral Experiments  

ICSBEP (JEZEBEL) 

Nuclear model parameters Data Assimilation 

 ,... , FissionOMPx 


Multigroup cross section Data Assimilation 

r

g

Correlation Matrices are almost equivalent: 

| C(paramg) – C(g) |max~ 0.1 

              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (PUBLIC INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS) 
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              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (PUBLIC INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS) 

“Public” Integral Experiments  

ICSBEP (JEZEBEL) 

Data Assimilations using multigroup cross sections or nuclear 

reaction model parameters seem to be very consistent 



 

Uncertainties on Keff : 
 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

With COMAC-V0.1 : 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Isotope       FISSION       CAPTURE       ELASTIC     INELASTIC           NXN            NU  DISTRIBUTION         TOTAL  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   Pu239        782.45        234.45        -14.24         67.63        -12.39        109.76        199.06        850.35  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   TOTAL        955.27        598.58         30.30        449.18        -43.25        157.94        253.96       1249.44  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

With COMAC-V0.1 + JEZEBEL : 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Isotope       FISSION       CAPTURE       ELASTIC     INELASTIC           NXN            NU  DISTRIBUTION         TOTAL  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   Pu239        304.31        176.87        -18.03         50.03         -7.93         56.36        144.41        387.34  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   TOTAL        626.83        578.46         28.21        446.87        -42.19        126.78        213.83        994.00  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Major changes due to new 239Pu covariance  


238U next  

Add dedicated integral experiments (PROFIL) 

All usual suspects (Fe…) 

Effect on a Fast Reactor (large size core) 

              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (PUBLIC INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS) 
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Additional Integral Experiments  

PROFIL experiments (CEA Marcoule) 

              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (ADDITIONAL INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS) 
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Additional Integral Experiments  

PROFIL experiments (CEA Marcoule) 

              239PU COVARIANCE MATRICES  

          (ADDITIONAL INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS) 

Slight reduction of the uncertainties but large anti-correlations 

appear between the keV and the MeV energy regions 

Additional experiments are required for the thermal region 



 

Reduction of uncertainties with dedicated integral experiments is major (Factor 5-10) 

 

Work presented here on multigroup cross sections and nuclear reaction model parameters 

 

Choice of integral experiments is crucial to disentangle nuclear data sensitivities 

Use integral experiments sensitive to different reactions or parameters  

Relative integral experiments (reflector effect instead of reactivity…) 

 

Difficulty arises if : 

Parameters are not well chosen or forgotten (PFNS, angular distributions …etc…) 

Spurious Integral experiment (as for microscopic ones) with hidden error 

Correlation between experiments are neglected (ICSBEP series …) 

 

Traditional questions arises  “old” experiments, effect is diluted on several ND,.. etc  

 

JEZEBEL is quite unique… 

Investigate cases with bad C/E or if two different evaluations are giving same C/E  
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IMPOSING CONSTRAINTS ON MODELS 

INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS  

Sometimes true but  

CIELO and SG39 could give answers 



 
 Several kind of Nuclear Data 
 Several kind of Nuclear Reaction Models 
 Several kind of Experiments 
 Several kind of Covariance Matrices 
 
 Progress on Methodologies needed:  

o Data assimilation techniques 
o Adding physical constraints (On several models) 
 

 Progress on Experiments needed: 
o Reduction of systematic uncertainties for microscopic measurements 
o Integral experiments to target limited energy domain / reactions / isotopes 
 

 Progress on Nuclear models needed: 
o Microscopic models 
o Avoid compensations 
 

 Needs to define Covariance estimation benchmarks: 
o Fixed experiments 
o Fixed a priori (on parameters and/or cross section & uncertainties) 
o Incremental complexity 
o Compare covariance evaluation methodologies 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
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Adjustment 
• A comprehensive multigroup neutron cross section 

adjustment has been carried out using ENDF/B-VII.0 data 
files and COMMARA 2.0 covariance matrix. 

• An initial set of 148 integral experimental quantities has 
been analyzed (using the best calculational tools available) 
in order to provide C/E and associated calculational and 
experimental uncertainties and correlations. 

• The initial set was reduced to 87 experimental values based 
on several considerations (duplications, some covariance 
data not available, etc.). Later on added 5 more experiments 
(more sensitivity to isotope of interest), reaction 
covariance, and isotopes (to avoid compensations). 

• A 33 energy group structure was adopted and sensitivity 
coefficients were calculated. Generalized Perturbation 
Theory (by ERANOS system) was used for static integral 
parameters and Depletion Perturbation Theory for time 
dependent parameters (done at ANL). 

 



Type of experiments used in adjustment 

keff 
Reactivity 

Coefficients 
Spectral index Irradiation total # cases 

Jezebel 2 3   5 

Flattop 1 2   3 

ZPPR-6/7,9 3 2 6 11 

JOYO 1 1 

Godiva 1 3 4 

BigTen 1 3 4 

Np Sphere 1 1 

ZPPR-10,15 3 5 8 

COSMO 9 9 

PROFIL 26 26 

TRAPU 15 15 



Additions 

• Experiments (5 more critical masses): 

– ZPR9-34 (235U and 56Fe) 

– ZPR3-53 (239Pu and 238U) 

– ZPR3-54 (239Pu and 56Fe) 

– CIRANO 2A (239Pu and 238U) 

– CIRANO 2B (239Pu and SS) 

• Reactions: 

–  (235U, 238U) 

– P1 elastic (235U, 238U, 239Pu) 

 

• 9 more isotopes 

 
 



43 COMMARA-2.0 nuclei with covariances used 
in adjustment 

• Light Nuclei: 

                           10B,   16O, 12C 

• Structural materials and fission fragments: 
23Na, 52Cr, 56Fe, 58Ni, 95Mo, 97Mo, 101Ru, 105Pd, 106Pd, 
133Cs, 143Nd, 145Nd, 149Sm, 151Sm, 153Eu,  

  54Fe, 57Fe, 50Cr, 53Cr, 50Cr, 60Ni, 62Ni, 55Mn 

• Major actinides: 

                      235U,  238U,  239Pu 

• Minor actinides: 

     234U,  236U,  237Np,  238Pu, 240Pu,  241Pu,  242Pu 

 241Am, 242mAm, 243Am, 242Cm, 243Cm, 244Cm, 245Cm 

 



Eight types of parameters included in the 
adjustment  

• (n,f): 

– cross section 

– nubar 

– PFNS   (7 cases) 

• (n,el): 

– cross section 

– P1   (5 cases) 

• (n,inel): cross section 

• (n,g): cross section 

• (n,2n): cross section 

In all, 8976 points could have 

been adjusted, but only 1374 

most important kept: 



Analysis of CIELO specific cross section 
adjustments  

• Inelastic cross section adjustments for the “Big Three” 
actinides: 

 

– 238U and 239Pu cross sections are all reduced in the 
range ~1-5 MeV. Their adjustments can be coupled 
to significant uncertainty reduction. 235U inelastic 
does not change too much. 
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Analysis of CIELO specific cross section 
adjustments  

• Capture cross section adjustments for the “Big Three” 
actinides: 

 

– The 239Pu capture cross section is significantly 
increased (5 to 10%) in the 1 Kev to 10 Kev range. 

– The 235U and 238U capture cross sections do not 
change too  much but the 235U adjustment is 
coupled to a very significant uncertainty reduction. 







Analysis of CIELO specific cross section 
adjustments  

• Fission cross sections and fission spectrum 
adjustments for the “Big Three” actinides: 

 

– No major adjustment because initial standard 
deviation  is very low  

– Very low modification for 239Pu fission spectrum 







Analysis of CIELO specific cross section 
adjustments  

• (n,2n) cross section adjustments for the “Big Three” 
actinides: 

 

– The 238U (n,2n) is reduced. 

– The 239Pu (n,2n) ) is significantly increased 

– For the 235U (n,2n) there is no sensitivity in the 
experiments.  
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Analysis of CIELO specific cross section 
adjustments  

• 56Fe cross sections 

 

– Slight changes for elastic and capture in the big 
resonances 

– The inelastic is lowered (but not too much). 









Conclusions 
• A comprehensive adjustment (92 experimental integral 

parameters) has been carried out and trends have been 
identified for 4 isotopes of interest for CIELO using as 
starting point ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections and COMMARA 
2.0 covariance data.  

• However, caution has to be exerted as there is danger of 
compensations. Source of compensations include: 

– Missing experiments able to discriminate among reactions, 
including: “flat” adjoint flux reactivity experiments (to 
separate inelastic from absorption cross section), neutron 
transmission or leakage experiments (mostly for elastic and 
inelastic cross sections), reaction rate spatial distribution 
slopes (elastic, and inelastic) 

– Missing data in covariance matrix: fission spectra, P1 elastic, 
secondary energy distribution for inelastic cross sections 
(multigroup transfer matrix), cross correlations 

– Underestimation or overestimation of well known 
reaction standard deviations (e. g. 239Pu fission) 
 



Some very preliminary indications from recent 

adjustment studies intercomparison 

 

 
G.Palmiotti and M.Salvatores 

 
SG39/CIELO joint meeting, May 14, 2014 



• JEFF values often discrepant with respect to ENDF and JENDL 
• Both adjustments ENDF and JENDL indicate lower values in the ~3-6 MeV range 
• Discrepancies between ENDF and JENDL in the ranges 2-3MeV and ~300-600 keV 
• Probably need of specific integral experiments (e.g. sphere transmission, flat or 

steep adjoint flux etc) 



• Relatively small adjustments 
• More sensitive experiments needed 



• Significant discrepancies between ENDF and JENDL below 1 keV 
• Relatively small adjustments (low values in JENDL-4 already accounts 

for integral data) 



• Adjustments below 10 KeV tend to increase capture x-section. However much 
larger increase with ENDF/VII.1 adjustment driven by specific integral measurement 
(PROFIL pure sample irradiation) 



•Above 10 keV, increase of capture both in JENDL 
and ENDF (see detailed JAEA study) 



• Small adjustments, due to very small uncertainties in 
covariance data sets 



• Discrepancies between ENDF and JENDL around ~2keV 
      (see fluctuations of x-section as shown in JAEA study) 



• JEFF Values often discrepant with respect to ENDF and JENDL 
• After adjustment, significant discrepancies between ENDF and JENDL in the range 
•  2-3MeV (adjustments in opposite directions) and ~300-600 keV 
• Probably need of specific integral experiments (flat or steep adjoint flux etc) 



• Adjustments relatively limited 
• Some discrepancy among files 



EMax 

(MeV) 

JENDL-4 adjusted ENDF/B-VII.1 adjusted 

nubar Fission chi-p inel nubar Fission chi-p inel 

19.6 4.24 2.24 0.020 0.70 4.57 2.26 0.002 0.62 

10.0 4.05 2.11 0.032 0.937 3.95 2.05 0.029 1.04 

6.1 3.53 1.71 0.123 1.89 3.55 1.74 0.121 1.58 

3.8 3.27 1.89 0.219 2.04 3.28 1.90 0.219 1.74 

2 .2 3.12 1.96 0.226 1.86 3.13 1.96 0.231 1.71 

1.35 3.02 1.75 0.166 1.59 3.03 1.77 0.172 1.53 

Note: mubar values very close in the two files, before and after adjustment 



Some adjustment in the 30-40 keV range 
(E.g. ~3% reduction of ENDF/B-VII.1 data) 



• After adjustment, still significant discrepancies between ENDF and JENDL in the ranges 
 E>6MeV and E~1MeV 
• Probably need of specific integral experiments 



• Adjustment suggested at the ~1.2 keV resonance and below. 
• Both adjustments ENDF and JENDL, indicate cross section increase 

(a few percent) 



a) Capture and fission of major actinides:  

 

 Some trends detected.  

 However, still need of some specific integral experiment to confirm: 

• Sample irradiation in well define neutron spectra 

• High accuracy fission rates (spectrum indexes) 

• Keff measurements to be considered as a global check, that can point 

out to other discrepant data, once major capture and fission cross 

sections have been adjusted 

 

b) Inelastic cross sections (Pu-239, U-238, Fe-56 etc):  

 

 Trends somewhat dependent on starting data file.  

 There is risk of compensations among inelastic, fission spectrum, nubar 

and fission cross section, if only Keff measurements are used 

 Use of specific integral experiment should be favored:  

• Spatial slope of threshold reactions (even in neutron propagation 

experiments e.g. for Fe) 

• Critical experiments with very steep or very flat adjoint flux energy 

shape, to maximize or minimize inelastic scattering reactivity 

contribution in e.g. sample reactivity measurements 

• Neutron leakage measurements from single material experiments 

 



c) Covariance data should be as complete as possible (including scattering 

secondary neutron distributions, angular distributions (P1 terms in Legendre 

polynomial representations), as well as key cross correlations (reactions and 

isotopes). 

 

 Completeness and reliability of covariance data is of particular relevance 

when Keff experiments are used in assimilation studies. 

 

Next steps of SG39 will focus on  items mentioned above.  

JEFF related data to be included in the assimilation trends intercomparisons  
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Outline  

 The following subjects will be discussed: 

Assessment of adjustments.  

Definition of criteria to accept new central values of 
cross sections after adjustments. 

Avoid compensation among different input data in 
the adjustments.  

Validation of the “a priori” and use of the “a 
posteriori” covariance matrix.  

Issues related to the presence of negative 
eigenvalues in the “a priori” covariance matrix. 

 



    

 

Unified Nomenclature 

  

Ei (i=1, …NE): Experimental value of measured integral parameter i. 

Ci (i=1, …NE): “a priori” calculated value of integral parameter i. 

Ci’ (i=1, …NE): “a posteriori” calculated value of integral parameter i. 

j (j=1, …N): “a priori” cross sections 

j’: “a posteriori” cross sections 

Sij: Sensitivity coefficients for integral parameter i and cross section j. 

MEC = (ME + MC): integral parameter covariance matrix  

ME: integral parameter covariance matrix due to measurement covariance 

MC: integral parameter covariance matrix due to calculation covariance 

M: “a priori” cross section covariance matrix 

M': “a posteriori” cross section covariance matrix 

χ
2
: “a priori” chi square 

χ
’2

: “a posteriori” chi square 

I: unity matrix 



    

 

Adjustment Formulas 

G=(MEC + SM S
T):  total integral covariance matrix  

 

 

The cross sections modifications that minimize the 2 

and the associated “a posteriori” covariance matrix are: 

 

 

 

The 2 after adjustment is computed as: 

 

  

𝑴𝝈′ = 𝑴𝝈 − 𝑴𝝈𝑺
𝑻𝑮−𝟏S𝑴𝝈 

𝝌𝟐 = (𝝈′ − 𝝈)𝑻𝑴𝝈
−𝟏 𝝈′ − 𝝈 + (𝑬 − 𝑪)𝑻𝑴𝑬𝑪

−𝟏(𝑬− 𝑪) 

𝝈′ − 𝝈 = 𝑴𝝈 𝑺
𝑻𝑮−𝟏 𝑬 − 𝑪  

𝝌′𝟐 =   𝑬 − 𝑪 𝑻𝑮−𝟏 𝑬 − 𝑪  



    

 

Assessment of Adjustments  

 The first step is to select a comprehensive set of experiments, 

possibly complementary in the type of information that they 

provide. 

 

 First criterion is given by the representativity factor: 
 
 

  

 The complementarity of the experiments can be established by 

looking at the correlation factor among the selected 

experiments (i. e. SR is replaced by SE’ of the experiment E’).  

 Experiments can be selected, because they provide information 

of elemental type to improve specific reactions (e. g. capture in 

irradiation experiment), or specific energy range of a cross 

sections (e. g. using particular detectors for spectral indices of 

threshold reactions).   

 

𝒇𝒓𝒆 =
(𝑺𝑹𝑴𝝈𝑺𝑬)

[ 𝑺𝑹𝑴𝝈𝑺𝑹  𝑺𝑬𝑴𝝈𝑺𝑬 ]𝟏/𝟐
 𝜟𝑹′𝟐 = 𝜟𝑹𝟐(𝟏− 𝒇𝒓𝒆

𝟐 ) 



    

 

Parameters for Assessing Adjustments 

 Adjustment Margin: 
 

 Individual χi measured in sigmas (before adj.): 
 

 Diagonal χi measured in sigmas (after adj.): 
 

 Initial χ2and χi
2 experiment contribution to  χ2: 

 
 IS (Ishikawa factor):  
 
 Δ χi E

’2 contribution to [χ’2- χ 2] due to change of (E-C): 
 
 

 Δ χi E
’2 contribution to [χ’2- χ 2]  due to Δσi: 

  

 
 
 

𝑨𝑴𝒊 = 𝑼𝝈
𝒊 + 𝑼𝑬𝑪

𝒊 − |(𝑬𝒊 −𝑪𝒊)| 

𝑰𝑺𝒊 =
𝑼𝝈

𝒊

𝑼𝑬𝑪
𝒊

 

 𝝌𝒅𝒊𝒂𝒈
𝒊𝟐 = (𝑬𝒊 − 𝑪𝒊)𝟐 𝑮𝒊𝒊

−𝟏 

𝝌𝒊 =
|𝑬𝒊 − 𝑪𝒊|

 𝑼𝝈
𝒊𝟐 + 𝑼𝑬𝑪

𝒊𝟐
 

𝝌′𝑐𝑜𝑛
𝑖2

=  
 [ 𝑬 − 𝑪 T𝑮−𝟏)𝒊.  𝑬

𝒊 − 𝑪𝒊 ]

𝑵𝑬
 

𝜟𝝌′𝑪
𝑖2

=  
− [𝜟(𝑬 − 𝑪′)𝑻 𝑴𝑬𝑪

−𝟏)𝒊.𝜟 𝑬𝒊 − 𝑪′ 𝒊 ]

𝑵𝑬
 

𝜟𝝌′𝝈
𝑖2

=  
− [𝜟𝝈𝑻 𝑴𝝈

−𝟏)𝒊.𝜟𝝈𝒊]

𝑵𝑬
 



    

 

Assessment of Adjustments  
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Integral Param. 𝑼𝝈
𝒊  (%) 𝑼𝑬𝑪

𝒊 (%) 
| 𝑬𝒊 − 𝑪𝒊 |/

𝑪𝒊(%))
 

AMi (%) EMi (%) χ
i 
()

a)
 ISi 

JEZEBEL Keff 0.72 0.20 0.01 0.91 0.19 0.02 3.61 

GODIVA  
239Pu fis/

235U fis 
0.73 1.84 1.42 1.15 0.42 0.72 0.39 

PROFIL 239Pu in 
238Pu sample 

5.80 2.43 27.38 -19.15 -24.95 4.36 2.38 

TRAPU2 243Cm 
build up 

49.19 4.04 107.04 -53.82 -1.03 2.16 13.52 

 

“A Priori” 
Analysis 

Integral Param. 𝑼′𝝈
𝒊  (%) 

| 𝑬𝒊 − 𝑪′𝒊 |/
𝑪′𝒊(%)  𝝌𝒅𝒊𝒂𝒈

𝒊  ()a) 𝜟𝝌′
𝑪

𝑖2

 𝝌
𝑐𝑜𝑛
𝑖2

 𝝌′
𝑐𝑜𝑛

𝑖2

 

JEZEBEL Keff 0.17 0.07 0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00 

GODIVA  
239Pu fis/

235U fis 
0.37 0.27 0.75 -0.00 0.01 0.00 

PROFIL 239Pu in 
238Pu sample 

1.47 1.26 6.42 -4.01 4.71 0.48 

TRAPU2 243Cm 
build up 

3.63 0.62 2.27 -10.01 9.95 0.06 

 

𝝌𝟐 𝝌′𝟐  𝚫𝛘′𝐂
𝐢𝟐

𝐢

  𝚫𝛘′𝛔
𝐢𝟐

𝛔

 

26.73 1.61 -24.36 -0.73 

 

“A Posteriori” 
Analysis 



    

 

Acceptance of Adjusted Central Values  

 After an adjustment is performed, are all cross section 
changes to be accepted (especially when large variations of 
cross sections are observed)? Several considerations: 

Sometimes the cross section changes are completely 
unphysical.  

Reject cross sections which variation is larger than one 
sigma of the “a priori” standard deviation. 

Caution has to be taken when large variations are 
observed in energy ranges that were not the main target 
of the adjustment.  

Caution also has to be exerted, when large variations of 
the cross sections are produced but the “a posteriori” 
associated standard deviation reductions are small.  

A good check, after adjustment, is to compare against 
existing validated files. A further action consists to 
compare the obtained adjusted cross sections against 
reliable differential data (require interactions with 
evaluators). 

 



    

 

Acceptance of Adjusted Central Values  
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Unphysical cross section changes obtained in the adjustment. 

Cross Section Energy Group 
Relative Change Due to 

Adjustment (%) 
238

Pu capt 3 -155.5 
238

Pu capt 10 -108.0 
238

Pu capt 16 -126.3 
238

Pu capt 17 -111.5 

 



    

 

Acceptance of Adjusted Central Values  
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Cross sections with changes after adjustment larger than initial standard deviation 

Cross Section Energy Group 
Relative Change Due 

to Adjustment (%) 

Stand. Deviat. Before 

Adjustment (%) 
16

O elas 6 2.5 2.0 
56

Fe elas 8 14.2 10.5 
235

U elas 5 6.1 5.0 
238

U fiss 4 0.60 0.57 
239

Pu capt
 15 12.6 7.9 

238
Pu capt

 9 -61.4 31.0 
241

Am fiss
 6 -1.8 1.3 

133
Cs capt

 9 19.4 14.0 
105

Pd capt
 11 32.2 12.7 

101
Ru capt

 13 -16.0 9.0 
242

Cm capt
 13 184.2 100 

 



    

 

Acceptance of Adjusted Central Values  
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Cross sections with significant changes after adjustment, but small standard deviation variation 

Cross Section Energy Group 

Relative Change 

Due to 

Adjustment (%) 

Stand. Deviat. 

Before 

Adjustment (%) 

Stand. Deviat. 

After 

Adjustment (%) 
105

Pd capt 4 -12.8 25.3 24.8 
56

Fe elas 10 11.4 9.2 8.2 
239

Pu capt 6 10.7 20.5 19.7 
238

Pu capt 6 -23.8 28.0 27.3 
240

Pu inel
 5 12.4 32.0 31.0 

240
Pu χ

 
1 14.2 89.9 89.6 

242m
Am capt

 12 10.8 50.0 49.4 

 



    

 

Avoiding Compensations 
 

 In many cases, the adjustment can produce untrustworthy 
results in terms of adjusted cross sections, when some 
forms of compensation exist. Compensations can appear in 
different ways: 

 It is possible that some reactions compensate each other (e. g. 
239Pu  and inelastic), because of missing experiments able to 
discriminate between the two parameters. There is a need for 
specific (preferably of elemental type) integral experiments: 

o irradiation experiments (for capture, (n,2n)) 

o spectral indices (capture and fission) 

o “flat” adjoint flux reactivity experiments (to separate inelastic 
from absorption cross section) 

o neutron transmission or leakage experiments (mostly for 
inelastic cross sections) 

o reaction rate spatial distribution slopes (elastic, and inelastic) 

 

 

 

 



    

 

Avoiding Compensations 
 

Other sources of compensations are missing 
isotopes in the adjustment and missing reactions in 
the covariance matrix: 

o fission spectrum  

o anisotropic scattering  

o secondary energy distribution for inelastic cross sections 
(multigroup transfer matrix) 

o cross correlations (reaction and/or isotopes) 

Underestimation or overestimation of well known 
reaction standard deviations (e. g. 239Pu fission) 

 

 



    

 

Avoiding Compensations 
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239
Pu fiss standard deviations for different covariance matrix: COMMARA-2.0 (COMM.), COMAC, 

and JENDL-4 (JENDL) (%). 

Group COMM. COMAC JENDL Group COMM. COMAC JENDL Group COMM. COMAC JENDL 

1 0.8 3.1 0.9 12 0.8 3.4 0.8 23 1.3 3.3 1.3 

2 0.9 2.5 0.9 13 0.9 3.4 0.8 24 1.6 3.1 1.5 

3 0.8 2.3 0.8 14 0.9 3.4 0.8 25 1.8 3.1 1.8 

4 0.9 3.2 0.7 15 1.2 3.4 0.8 26 1.6 2.9 1.6 

5 0.9 4.2 0.8 16 0.8 3.4 2.4 27 2.6 0.4 2.7 

6 0.8 3.7 0.7 17 0.8 3.4 2.5 28 1.7 3.0 1.8 

7 0.8 3.4 0.7 18 0.7 3.5 1.7 29 1.0 2.5 1.1 

8 0.9 3.3 0.7 19 1.2 2.9 1.2 30 1.5 2.8 1.5 

9 0.8 3.4 0.8 20 1.3 3.3 1.3 31 1.8 1.2 1.8 

10 1.0 3.4 0.7 21 1.3 2.8 1.3 32 0.8 1.7 0.8 

11 0.9 3.4 0.8 22 1.5 3.1 1.5 33 1.1 0.6 1.1 

 



    

 

Avoiding Compensations 
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Covariance Matrix Validation 

 If the adjustment assessment has established that: 
experiments (with reliable experimental uncertainties 
and correlations) are useful, consistent and 
complementary, and sources of compensation have 
been identified and fixed, then we can identify problems 
with the covariance matrix: 

Presence of large (more than three sigmas) “a priori” 
individual i  for specific experiments.  

An a posteriori ’2 significantly larger than one. 

Presence of negative (unphysical) cross section after 
adjustment. 

Adjustments of cross sections resulting in variations 
larger than one initial standard deviation. 

 

 

 



    

 

Covariance Matrix Validation 

  

Observation of large difference among well-
established covariance matrices (e. g. previously 
shown for the 239Pu fission). This is the most 
complicated case, as it can generate harmful 
compensations.  

One particular difficult case is to assess if the 
standard deviation is too large. Likely, some insight 
can be gained by looking at the      after adjustment. 

 The converse case of determining if the standard 
deviation is too low could be identified by using an 
elemental experiment focused on the considered 
cross section and looking if after adjustment a 
variation larger than more than one initial standard 
deviation has been observed 

 

 

 

𝜟𝝌′𝝈
𝑖2

 



    

 

Use of “A Posteriori” Covariance Matrix 

Most of the “a priori” covariance matrix validation criteria 
turn around standard deviations. The same can be said 
for the use of the “a posteriori” covariance matrix. Solid 
conclusions can be made on the standard deviations, but 
very little can be assumed for the correlations.  

The first consequence of the adjustment is that the “a 
posteriori” correlation matrix is full. Are the new 
correlations useful and have they a physical meaning?  

Yes they are useful, and, possibly, they are physical. 

  The new created correlations are not too large in 
magnitude but sufficient to have a significant impact in 
reducing the “a posteriori’ uncertainty 

The current opinion among experts is that the sensitivity 
coefficients detect and establish these correlations and, 
therefore, there is, likely, a physical meaning associated 
to them. 

 

 

 



    

 

ABR Ox. Keff Uncertainty (pcm) 
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Isotope σcap σfiss ν σel σinel  P1
el
 Total 

U238 278 29  112 105 547 0 0 633 

PU239 308 223   71 30 79 161 0 428 

FE56 170 0    0 172 147 0 44 287 

PU240 61 45   82 5 17 24 0 116 

NA23 4 0    0 20 80 0 69 107 

CR52 21 0    0 38 18 0 0 47 

O16 5 0    0 45 2 0 0 46 

PU241 10 7    3 0 2 0 0 13 

Total 453 229  156 213 578 163 82 834 

 

COMMARA 2.0 

Isotope σcap σfiss ν σel σinel  P1
el
 Total 

U238 128 29 91 23 62 0 0 173 

PU239 71 149 70 16 37 93 0 206 

FE56 141 0 0 138 97 0 44 224 

PU240 19 32 62 4 16 23 0 78 

NA23 4 0 0 19 59 0 59 86 

CR52 21 0 0 38 18 0 0 46 

O16 5 0 0 40 2 0 0 41 

PU241 2 7 4 0 2 0 0 8 

Total 205 156 130 153 136 96 74 374 

 

ADJUSTED Full Correl. 

Isotope σcap σfiss ν σel σinel  P1
el
 Total 

U238 -56 -12 -17 -20 -43 0 0 -76 

PU239 37 43 17 4 7 -30 0 52 

FE56 92 0 0 100 41 0 33 146 

PU240 11 14 23 3 11 11 0 33 

NA23 5 0 0 -9 -12 0 -34 -37 

CR52 7 0 0 15 -11 0 0 12 

O16 5 0 0 49 2 0 0 49 

PU241 -1 6 4 0 2 0 0 7 

Total 84 44 22 111 -15 -28 -10 143 

 

ADJUSTED No New Correl. 



    

 

Correlations: ENDF/B-VII.0 Adjustment (87 
Experiments) 
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Correlations: ENDF/B-VII.0 Adjustment (87 
Experiments) 
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Correlations: ENDF/B-VII.0 Adjustment (87 
Experiments) 
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Correlations: ENDF/B-VII.0 Adjustment (87 
Experiments) 
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Problems with negative eigenvalues in 
covariance matrix  

 If covariance matrix has zero and/or negative eigenvalues 
(mostly due to truncations) there are problems: 
 Difficulty in inverting matrices (both original and adjustment one) 

 Many multiplications leads to unphysical values (imaginary values of 
cross section standard deviations) 

 Problem found in big adjustment where 75 zero or negative 
eigenvalues found (1126 cross sections): 
 Impossible to invert the initial covariance matrix 

 Imaginary values for standard deviations of 7 cross sections (elastic 
and inelastic 235U) 

 Possible remedies: 
 Multiply by a factor all correlations. We had to use 0.8 factor that 

affects significantly results. 

 Recalculate matrix by replacing with positive eigenvalues:  

    B=VT’V-1 . Slight impact on results. 

 Under study: identification of data responsible for negative values 
through kernel of eigenvalues, then apply factor only to identified 
cross sections. 

 

 



    

 

 
 

Conclusions 
 

 The role of cross section adjustment has entered a new 
phase, where the mission is to provide useful feedback not 
only to designers but directly to evaluators in order to 
produced improved nuclear data files that will account in a 
rigorous manner of all experimental information available, 
both differential and integral.   

 Criteria have been established for assessing the robustness 
and reliability of the adjustment: 
 evaluation of consistency, completeness, usefulness, and 

complementarity of the set of experiments selected for the 
adjustment 

 criteria provide information on the reliability of the experimental 
uncertainties, the correlation among experiments and hints on 
possible yet undetected systematic errors 

 criteria for accepting the “a posteriori” cross sections 

 identifications and elimination of possible compensation effects 
coming from missing experiments, isotopes, reactions, and 
unreliability of the covariance matrix 

 

 
 



    

 

 
 

Conclusions 
 

Once the adjustment is deemed to be dependable, 
many conclusions can be drawn on the reliability of the 
adopted covariance matrix and feedback, therefore, can 
be provided mostly on standard deviations and, at a 
somewhat more limited extent, on the “a priori” 
correlation values among nuclear data.  

 Some indications of the use of the “a posteriori” 
covariance matrix have been provided, even though 
more investigation is needed to settle this complex 
subject.  

 



    

 

33 energy group structure (eV). 

Group 
Upper 

Energy 
Group 

Upper 

Energy 
Group 

Upper 

Energy 

1 1.96 × 107 12 6.74 × 104 23 3.04 × 102 

2 1.00 × 107 13 4.09 × 104 24 1.49 × 102 

3 6.07 × 106 14 2.48 × 104 25 9.17 × 101 

4 3.68 × 106 15 1.50 × 104 26 6.79 × 101 

5 2.23 × 106 16 9.12 × 103 27 4.02 × 101 

6 1.35 × 106 17 5.53 × 103 28 2.26 × 101 

7 8.21 × 105 18 3.35 × 103 29 1.37 × 101 

8 4.98 × 105 19 2.03 × 103 30 8.32 × 100 

9 3.02 × 105 20 1.23 × 103 31 4.00 × 100 

10 1.83 × 105 21 7.49 × 102 32 5.40 × 10-1 

11 1.11 × 105 22 4.54 × 102 33 1.00 × 10-1 

 



Comments on Covariance Data of 
JENDL-4.0 and ENDF/B-VII.1

April 22, 2014

M. Ishikawa, JAEA

(From Minutes of SG39 Meeting in Nov. 2013 ) 

C9. Methodology issues

•   Prepare a list of priority missing covariance data types (see also points 
C4 and C5) and list of “suspect” low values (file dependent) (Action on M. 
Ishikawa). This list will be discussed with CIELO evaluators.



● Number of nuclides surveyed : 5
--> Pu-239, U-235, U-238, Fe-56 and Na-23

● Number of nuclides, reactions and energy regions focused on: totally 14
✓Pu-239: 1) fission (2.5~10keV) and 2) capture (2.5~10keV).
✓U-235:  3) fission (500eV~10keV) and 4) capture (500eV~30keV).
✓U-238:  5) fission (1~10MeV), 6,7) capture (below 20keV, 20~150keV), 8) inelastic (above 100keV) 

and 9) elastic (above 20keV).
✓Fe-56:   10) elastic (below 850keV) and 11) mu-bar (above 10keV).
✓Na-23:   12) capture (600eV~600keV), 13) inelastic (above 1MeV) and 14) elastic (around 2keV).

● References used to get information
J-1) K.Shibata, et al.: JENDL-4.0 evaluation report, JNST, 48, 1, pp.1-30 (2011).
J-2) O.Iwamoto, et al.: JENDL-4.0 covariance evaluation report, JKPS(ND2010), 59, 2, pp.1224-1229 (2011).
J-3) JNDC: JENDL-4.0 comment file, http://wwwndc.jaea.go.jp/jendl/j40/j40.html (2014).
J-4) K.Shibata, et al.: JENDL-3.2 covariance evaluation report, JAERI-Research 97-074 (1997) (in English).
J-5) K.Shibata: private communication (2014).
J-6) O.Iwamoto: private communication (2014).

E-1) M.Chadwick, et al.: ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluation report, Nuclear Data Sheets, 112, pp.2887-2996 (2011).
E-2) M.Herman, et al.: COMMARA-2.0 covariance evaluation report, BNL-94830-2011 (2011).
E-3) NNDC: ENDF/B-VII.1 comment file, http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b7.1/index.html (2014).
E-4) P.Oblozinsky, et al.: AFCI-1.2 covariance evaluation report, BNL-90897-2009 (2009).
E-5) M.Chadwick: private communication (2013).

Summary
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Pu-239 Fission (1/3)
<Energy Range>

2.5~10keV (lower part of unresolved resonance region)

<Observed Facts>
In JENDL-4.0, the standard deviation (STD) of 2.5~10keV is significantly large in the

unresolved resonance region of 2.5~30keV. No such discontinuity is seen in ENDF-7.1.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
In the former JENDL-3.3, the covariance of the whole unresolved resonance region was

evaluated from the uncertainty of resonance parameters, therefore, the STD was generally large.
Above 10keV, JENDL-4.0 changed to adopt the simultaneous evaluation for major fission
isotopes for the center values of fission cross-section, and the resonance parameters were only
used to calculate the shielding factors. Since the simultaneous evaluation was found to evaluate
the STD too small, the variance of JENDL-4.0 was multiplied by a factor of 2(J-2, p.1226), but still
small compared with the STD of JENDL-3.3, which was carried over to JENDL4.0 in
2.5~10keV(J-6). Since the evaluation method of the covariance is consistent with that of the
central value of cross-section, the discontinuity at 2.5~10keV is physically acceptable. However,
the cross-section change by adjustment followed this covariance discontinuity as the figure above.

<Recommendations>
It is desirable for JENDL-4.0 to improve the evaluation of 2.5~10keV region soon.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010
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Pu-239 Fission (2/3)

Unresolved (2.5~30keV)
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Pu-239 Fission (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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Pu-239 Capture (1/3)

<Energy Range>
2.5~10keV (lower part of unresolved resonance region)

<Observed Facts>
The STD of ENDF-7.1 is notably large in 2.5~10keV, on the other hand, that of JENDL-4.0

is quite smooth above 2.5keV.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
Above 2.5keV, JENDL-4.0 adopted the results of the CCONE-KALMAN, not the

simultaneous evaluation, therefore, the STD tends to be smooth in the high energy region(J-6).
However, there seems no explanation in the ENDF-7.1 comment file(E-3) to correspond to this
discontinuity. In the US, there seems an opinion that the Pu-239 capture cross-section above
2.5keV should be 10% larger than ENDF-7.1(E-5), but no information on the relation with this
covariance trend. Only for information, the adjusted result of ADJ2010 is shown in the figure
above.

<Recommendations>
SG39 may ask the ENDF evaluators if there is any physical reason for this discontinuity.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010
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Pu-239 Capture (2/3)

CCONE-KALMAN
(JENDL-4.0)

7



Pu-239 Capture (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1

CCONE-KALMAN GNASH-KALMAN
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U-235 Fission (1/3)

<Energy Range>
500eV~10keV (resolved and unresolved resonance regions)

<Observed Facts>
The STD of ENDF-7.1 in 500eV~2keV is extremely small, on the other hand, JENDL-4.0

shows the large value of 5%. Further, ENDF-7.1 has very sharp peak around 2keV.

<Obtained information and/or Comments>
JENDL-4.0 adopted the resonance parameter values obtained from ORNL below 500eV(J-1),

and re-evaluated based on those of ENDF/B-VI.5 (=JENDL-3.3) n the range of 500eV~2.25keV.
In 2.25~9keV, the CCONE code was used, and above 10keV, the simultaneous evaluation was
adopted. JENDL-4.0 assumed the STD value of 5% in 500eV~9keV(J-3), but the reason is
unknown. The covariance of EENDF-7.1 was evaluated with GNASH-KALMAN(E-2, p.20), but
the strange STD peak appears around 2keV.

<Recommendations>
SG39 should ask the JENDL evaluators about the reason of 5% in the range of

500eV~9keV, and the ENDF evaluators on the explanation of the sharp peak around 2keV,
which might be a problem of NJOY.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010
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U-235 Fission (2/3)

Resolved region
(JENDL-4.0)

Resolved region
(ENDF-7.1)

Simultaneous evaluation
(JENDL-4.0)

(?)
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U-235 Fission (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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U-235 Capture (1/3)
<Energy Range>

500eV~30keV (unresolved resonance region of JENDL-4.0, 
resolved and unresolved regions of ENDF-7.1)

<Observed Facts>
The STD of JENDL-4.0 in 500eV~2.25keV is 10% constant and perfect correlation, on the

other hand, ENDF-7.1 increases from a few % to 35%. In 2.25~30keV, ENDF-7.1 gives the
STD of 35% with almost perfect correlation, while JENDL-4.0 shows several % with weak
correlation. Further, the negative correlation with high energy region was found in ENDF-7.1,
on the contrary, no such trend in JENDL-4.0.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
The resonance parameters of JENDL-4.0 has the same explanation with U-235 fission, but the correction

was added to make the cross-section close to that of JENDL-3.2 in 500eV~2.25keV(J-1, p.7), and the
uncertainty was assumed as 10%(J-3). Above 2.25keV, the covariance was obtained the least-square
calculation based on the experimental values of the alpha values, that is, the ratio to U-235 fission. The
resonance parameters of ENDF-7.1 below 2.25keV adopted the ORNL results, but the constant STD of 35%
would reflect the recent LANL measurements. The reason of the slope from several % to 35% is unknown.

<Recommendations>
SG39 had better confirm the reasons of the observed facts to both JENDL-4.0 and ENDF-

7.1 evaluators. 12

Adjusted results of ADJ2010



U-235 Capture (2/3)

(?)
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U-235 Capture (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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U-238 Fission (1/3)

15

<Energy Range>
1~10MeV (above threshold energy)

<Observed Fact>
In 1~10MeV, the cross-section and STD are very similar between JENDL-7.0 and ENDF-

7.1.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
JENDL-4.0 adopted the results of the simultaneous evaluation(J-1), on the other hand, the

covariance of ENDF-7.1 applied the evaluation by GNASH-KALMAN(E-3). The similar results
from the different evaluation method might come from the ample experimental data of U-238
fission.

<Recommendations>
No comments.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010



U-238 Fission (2/3)
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U-238 Fission (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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U-238 Capture (1/3)

18

<Energy Range>
1) below 20keV (resolved resonance region)
2) 20~150keV (unresolved resonance region)

<Observed Facts>
1) The covariance below 20keV is almost identical between JENDL-4.0 and ENDF-7., but

the spikes of STD appears only in JENDL-4.0.
2) In the unresolved region of 20~100keV, the STD of JENDL-4.0 is significantly larger

than that of ENDF-7.1, and vice versa in 100~150keV.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
1) Both JENDL-4.0(J-3) and ENDF-7.1(E-2, p.20) adopted the same resonance parameters obtained from

ORNL, and converted it to File 33. The process from File 32 to File 33 has some arbitrariness such as energy
boundaries, therefore, some differences are possible even if the resonance parameters are identical(J-6).

2) The U-238 capture in the energy range of 20~150keV greatly affects the breeding ratio or burnup
reactivity loss of fast reactors, therefore, these differences are very important.  The covariance of JENDL-4.0 
resonance parameters was evaluated with ASREP-KALMAN in 1997(J-4, p.13), but the details are not recorded.  

<Recommendations>
SG39 should ask the reason of item 2) to both JENDL-4.0 and ENDF-7.1 evaluators.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010



U-238 Capture (2/3)

File32 --> File33
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U-238 Capture (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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U-238 Inelastic (1/3)

21

<Energy Range>
Above 100keV (with meaningful cross-section values)

<Observed Facts>
The total inelastic cross-sections of JENDL-4.0 and ENDF-7.1 seems quite similar, but the

STD values and the shapes are completely different.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
A possibility was considered where the level-wise evaluation of both libraries are different but

the total evaluation was similar. However, the total of inelastic cross-section is simply
summation of each level-wise unlike the relation between the total and the elastic cross-section
case, therefore, the idea is not the reason of the differences(J-6).

<Recommendations>
SG39 had better consult both JENDL-4.0 and ENDF-7.1 evaluators.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010



U-238 Inelastic (2/3)
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U-238 Inelastic (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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U-238 Elastic (1/3)

24

<Energy Range>
Above 20keV (unresolved resonance and continuous 

energy regions)

<Observed Facts>
The STD values and shapes are rather similar in both libraries, but the energy regions with

large negative correlations were found in JENDL-4.0, but NOT in ENDF-7.1.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
The covariance of JENDL-4.0 was evaluated by CCONE-KALMAN(J-3), and that of ENDF-

7.1 by GNASH-KALMAN(E-3), while both applied the relation of "Elastic=Total - Nonelastic" to
evaluate the central cross-section values(J-3, E-3).

<Recommendations>
SG39 may ask the possible reason of the correlation differences to both JENDL-4.0 and

ENDF-7.1 evaluators.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010



U-238 Elastic (2/3)
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U-238 Elastic (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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Fe-56 Elastic (1/3)

27

<Energy Range>
Below 850keV (resolved resonance region)

<Observed Facts>
The covariance of ENDF-7.1 in the energy region of 100~300eV and 300eV~30keV shows

the complete correlation respectively, but the the STD values are rather similar around 6~8%.
Above 30keV, the STDs of both libraries are utterly different. Further, a sharp peak near 10keV
appears in JENDL-4.0, but not in ENDF-7.1.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
The central cross-sections are almost identical, since they are based on the common resonance

parameters evaluated by Froehner in 1990s(J-5). The covariance of ENDF-7.1 was Kernel
approximation with the resonance parameter uncertainty of Mugahabghab(E-2, p.15), while JENDL-
4.0 adopted the least-square calculation of Fe-56 experimental data, and corrected the covariance
based on the difference of the least-square central values and JENDL-4.0(J-3).

<Recommendations>
SG39 may ask the reasonableness of the covariance data to both JENDL-4.0 and ENDF-7.1 

evaluators.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010



Fe-56 Elastic (2/3)

(?)
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Fe-56 Elastic (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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Fe-56 Mu-bar (1/3)

30

<Energy Range>
Above 10keV (upper part of resolved resonance region)

<Observed Facts>
In JENDL-4.0, the maximum value of STD is 10%, on the other hand, 30% in ENDF-7.1.

The negative correlation appears in JENDL-4.0, NOT in ENDF-7.1. Further, The correlation
factors are 1.0 below 50keV in ENDF-7.1.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
The covariance of JENDL-4.0 was evaluated with ELIESE3-KALMAN in 1997(J-4, p.8). That

of ENDF-7.1 may be Kernel approximation as well as that of the elastic cross-section(E-2, p.15).
The reason of large differences are unknown.

<Recommendations>
SG39 should ask the reason of the large differences to both JENDL-4.0 and ENDF-7.1

evaluators. Besides, ENDF-7.1 has only the mu-bar covariance for Na-23, Fe-56 and minor
actinides, but that of other isotopes such as U-238 is also necessary for the reactor application.

Adjusted results of ADJ2010



Fe-56 Mu-bar (2/3)
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Fe-56 Mu-bar (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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Na-23 Capture (1/3)

33

<Energy Range>
600eV~600keV (upper part of resolved resonance, and 

continuous energy region (only JENDL-4.0))

<Observed Facts>
In JENDL-4.0, the STD value is approximately 10%, on the other hand, 100% in ENDF-7.1,

although the cross-section values are very small, the order of milli-barn.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
The covariance of JENDL-4.0 was evaluated from the experimental values with the least-

square fitting(J-3). ENDF-7.1 adopted the results of EMPIRE-KALMAN(E-2, p.14). The 100% STD
of ENDF-7.1 might be the a priori guess which was not changed due to the large experimental
uncertainty.

<Recommendations>
Though this reaction is not important for the reactor application, there would be some

concerns from sodium activation viewpoint. It is better to ask the reason of the STD
differences between 10% and 100% to both JENDL-4.0 and ENDF-7.1 evaluators.



Na-23 Capture (2/3)
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Na-23 Capture (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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Na-23 Inelastic (1/3)

36

<Energy Range>
Above 1MeV (with meaningful cross-section values)

<Observed Facts>
The STD of ENDF-7.1 monotonously decreases from 17% at 1MeV to 5% at 6MeV, on the

other hand, that of JENDL-4.0 keeps constant value of 20% until 3MeV, and monotonously
decreases to 5% at 6MeV. Consequently, the STD difference of two libraries are more than
double in the important 2~3 MeV region.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
The cross-section of ENDF-7.1 was evaluated with EMPIRE-excitation pre-equilibrium model

using the RIPL library(E-4, p.8), while that of JENDL-7.0 adopted the results of TNG code (1986),
and the first excitation level was multiplied by a factor of 1.25(J-3), according to an analytical
result of an integral experimental related to neutron penetration in thick sodium layers at ORNL.
The covariance of two libraries are evaluated with KALMAN(J-3, E-4), but no information related
to the large STD differences.

<Recommendations>
SG39 had better ask the physical reason of the large STD differences to both JENDL-4.0

and ENDF-7.1 evaluators.



Na-23 Inelastic (2/3)

(?)
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Na-23 Inelastic (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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Na-23 Elastic (1/3)

39

<Energy Range>
Around 2keV (with a giant resonance peak)

<Observed Facts>
In JENDL-4.0, the STD at the resonance peak takes the maximum value of 17%, on the

other hand, that of ENDF-7.1 the minimum value of 1%. Further, the correlation with other
energy region is seen in JENDL-4.0, but not in ENDF-7.1.

<Obtained Information and/or Comments>
The physical reason of the large covariance differences between two libraries can be found in

the SG33 final report, p.38.
"In this energy range, there appears a giant resonance peak which significantly affects the sodium-voiding reactivity in
sodium-cooled fast reactor cores. As shown in Figure 15, the shape of standard deviation (STD) is extremely different
between two libraries, that is, the minimum STD value occurs at the cross-section peak energy in C-2.0, in contrast, the
maximum appears there in J-4.0. It can be concluded that the trend of C-2.0 seems more natural, since the larger cross-
sections would be more accurate due to the small statistical error in the measurement. The correlations are also quite different.
In the C-2.0 covariance, the 2 keV peak has no correlations with other energy3, while J-4.0 is partially positive everywhere
above 100 eV. The covariance of C-2.0 is evaluated by the EMPIRE/KALMAN combination, where the prior resonance
model parameter uncertainties are derived from Mughabghab, on the other hand, J-4.0 applies the GMA code with some
corrections to meet the measured cross-sections with the evaluated ones of J-4.0 which is based on the multi-level Breit-
Wigner formula with rather old resonance parameter values recommended by BNL in 1981. The cross-section difference
between ENDF/B-VII.0 and J-4.0 is -17~+4% around 2 keV, therefore, the difference of STDs might be reasonable
considering the corrections given to J-4.0 covariance."

<Recommendations>
No comments.



Na-23 Elastic (2/3)
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Na-23 Elastic (3/3)
JENDL-4.0                                   ENDF-7.1
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Finalize analysis and report on « FLATTOP » MC sensitivities (E.I. et al.) 

PROTEUS experiments: indicate interesting exp (MS+PSI) and possible availability of models for sensitivity and 

analysis (PSI) 

“New” integral experiments availability/modelling/analysis (Letter to NSC): 

 SINBAD (neutron propagation: ASPIS, JANUS, IPPE spheres, NESDP, FNG etc.) IK 

 STEK (variable spectrum hardness) contact Petten (ED) 

 SEG (? Ad-hoc adjoint energy shapes) (MI, GR to be contacted, MS, ED) 

 IPPE transmission (Fe, U-238) (ED, MS to check) 

 RPI (semi-integral: Fe, U-238) (ED, GP to check) 

If available, how to share work: volunteers to make contributions? To be verified before next meeting (ALL)  

Some new experiments (e.g. in connection with expert group on “Improvement of integral exp data for MA 

management, MS, GP)? 

New adjustment results and trends by next meeting (To be done in connection with CIELO): INL, JAEA, (CEA, 

JEFF?) 

Use of updated covariance data if available, by next meeting (feedback from CIELO?) All 

Validation of covariance data: P. Archier proposal to be finalized (JAEA, GP comments?) 

Method studies to avoid compensations, point out to systematic effects etc. (to be finalized: KY, GP) 

Update plots (ED) 
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